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Editorial

Jesus / Yeshua
Jacques B. Doukhan, D.H.L., Th.D.

T

his special
issue of Shabbat
Shalom has been
devoted to
the person of
Jesus. The name stands at the
heart of the Jewish-Christian
dispute and conveys one of the
most dramatic confusions in history. While the name of Jesus
sounds positive for Christian ears,
evoking God’s love and grace, it
is negative and unpleasant for
Jewish ears and is often associated
with the memory of the Crusades
and even, to a certain extent,
with the more recent event of the
Shoah. For Christians the name
of Jesus means the rejection of the
Jews, who have been accused of
the crime of his crucifixion. For
Jews the name of Jesus implies
the hatred of the Christians and
a religion that is not Jewish, that
is even anti-Jewish. This picture
may look simplistic and exaggerated. It is not.
Indeed the situation has
changed these last few years.
More and more Christians have
begun to realize their Jewish

roots and revised their view on
Jesus; also more Jews are willing
to accept Jesus as a part of their
Jewish heritage. Yet, the dilemma
remains. Deep down in our guts
the war has not ended, and the
sick and irrational associations
have survived our goodwill. What
shall we do? Should we even try to
do something about it? The very
fact that Jesus is still an occasion
for Jews and Christians to fight
and misunderstand each other is
the very reason why we should
come back to this discussion and
interrogate history and the other.
Jewish and Christian scholars and
thinkers have been invited to this
platform again. Let’s hope that a
new confrontation and a fresh
reading of the common sacred
Scriptures would lead to new
horizons, and in the process help
us not only hear and receive the
words of the others, but also discover the One who called for the
Kingdom of peace and love—the
very message that is contained in
the Hebrew word Yeshua.
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Interview

Adele Reinhartz, Ph. D.

Adele Reinhartz is currently the Dean
of Graduate Studies and Research at
Wilfrid Laurier University in Waterloo,
Ontario, where she also holds an appointment as Professor in the Department of
Religion and Culture. She received her
education at the University of Toronto
and at McMaster University, and also
taught for many years at both of these
universities. Her main areas of academic interest are the New Testament,
particularly the Gospel of John, Second Temple Judaism, and
early Jewish-Christian relations. Her most recent work in this
area is a book entitled Befriending the Beloved Disciple: A Jewish
Reading of the Gospel of John (Continuum, 2001). In addition,
she has done much work on the use of the Bible and Film,
which is the subject of her most recent book, Scripture on the
Silver Screen (Westminster John Knox Press, 2003), and the
book that she is currently preparing for publication, Jesus of
Hollywood (Oxford University Press). Adele and her family have
spent sabbatical years at the Hebrew University in Jerusalem,
and they consider Jerusalem to be their second home.
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S

h a b b a t
Shalom*: You have
recently published
Befriending the Beloved Disciple:
A Jewish Reading of the Gospel
of John (2001) as well as an
essay in Jesus, Judaism, and
Christian Anti-Judaism (2002),
a book you have coedited with
Paula Fredriksen. And “hot off
the press” is your newest book,
Scripture on the Silver Screen.
Could you explain for us why
you take interest in the issues of
Jesus, Judaism and the Gospels?
And what are your reasons for
publishing in this direction?
Adele Reinhartz: My initial
interest in the New Testament
was an outgrowth of my interest
in Second Temple Judaism. While
working on my bachelor’s degree
in Jewish Studies at the University
of Toronto, I became very interested in Rabbinic Judaism and in
the period prior to the Mishnah,
which is the first major document
of Rabbinic Judaism. Accordingly,
I chose my graduate studies in a

way that would allow me to learn
more about Jewish life and thought
in Judea and the Diaspora before
the destruction of the Temple in
the year 70 of the first century.
This area, including the influence
of the destruction of the Temple
on the development of Judaism,
became my major interest. In this
context, I was interested in the
New Testament insofar as it provides evidence for Judaism in the
first century.
Before long, I also became interested in the New Testament for its
own sake. It is a fascinating document, and one that certainly had a
major impact on Western culture
and civilization and on the way in
which we people from a Western
background understand the world,
whether we are Jewish, Christian
or neither.
For many years, I did not
focus on issues of anti-Judaism.
However, more and more this has
become a major interest, especially with respect to the Gospel of
John, in which anti-Judaism is so
prominent. This interest has been
encouraged by my colleagues and
others who are open to the idea of
somebody non-Christian studying
the New Testament. Many people
now are interested specifically, as
probably you are as well, in what
a Jew might have to say about the
New Testament and why somebody Jewish might get engaged in
the study of this text. So, partly it
was for my own interest, partly for
the interest of other people—and
I think these are legitimate interests—that I started working seriously on these topics.
Shabbat Shalom: Why does
the Gospel of John attract you in
particular?
Adele Reinhartz: It started as an
aesthetic attraction. The Gospel of
John is an elusive book. Wherever
you look there are ambiguities
and problems of interpretation. I
notice that a lot of people gravitate towards topics where there is

The New Testament had a major impact on the
way in which we people from a Western background
understand the world, whether we are Jewish,
Christian or neither.
certainty, but I like exploring areas
of uncertainty. And the Gospel of
John is certainly one of the most
enigmatic texts of the Christian
canon. Much of my work uses the
methodology of literary criticism.
You can clearly perceive that this
text was very well crafted in the way
the stories are told and the material
is arranged. Later, when I got more
engaged with this Gospel, I became
very concerned about the Gospel’s
statements about Jews who do
not believe in Jesus. In my book
Befriending the Beloved Disciple I
explained that when you are looking seriously at the ways in which
the Gospel of John represents the
Jews, a lot of questions are raised.
These are disturbing questions, but
they are very interesting. Thus I
have been engaged in that Gospel
for 25 years now, and the reasons
for my interest in it have shifted
over the years.
Shabbat Shalom: In your essay
“The Gospel of John: How the
‘Jews’ Became Part of the Plot”
(in Jesus, Judaism, and Christian
Anti-Judaism) you write on page
114: “There is in fact no solution
that gets the Fourth Gospel ‘off
the hook.’ It is not possible to
explain away the negative presentations of Jews or to deny that
the Johannine understanding of
Jesus includes the view that he
has superseded the Jewish covenant and taken over its major
institutions and symbols.” This
seems to be a pretty stark statement, at least in light of the
long scholarly discussion on the
portrayal of Jews in the Gospel
of John. How do you personally
deal with your observation? Are
readers of the Gospel reading
the authorial intention correctly

when they see Jesus, his disciples
and Christians superseding “the
Jewish covenant, institutions and
symbols”?
Adele Reinhartz: I think they
are reading it correctly in the sense
that this is what the author is trying
to tell us. That does not mean that
it is correct, or helpful, or moral
from a contemporary point of view.
Here is an important point for anybody who studies this Gospel: one
needs to be able to see it in its historical context as representing the
views of an individual or a community. These views are first-century
views and do not necessarily belong
in our modern understanding of
ourselves as Jews and Christians. In
fact, one has to say, in many cases
they emphatically do not belong to
our time. Maybe such a position is
easier to hold for somebody who

I like exploring areas
of uncertainty.
is not a Christian, although I also
have similar views of parts of my
own tradition. I think there are
simply aspects of these ancient texts
that are dangerous and that have
to be discarded. When I say that
the Gospel of John portrays Jesus
as someone who has superseded
Judaism, I am not saying that such
a claim is correct. People who read
that Gospel today and hold such a
view need to think again.
Shabbat Shalom: Have you in
your study of the New Testament,
and the Gospels in particular,
detected how Jesus himself would
portray his position to traditional
Judaism?
Adele Reinhartz: Well, I find
it hard to say what Jesus himself
Autumn 2003 / SHABBAT SHALOM 5

would or wouldn’t have done.
The whole enterprise of the historical Jesus research is something
I intentionally stayed away from,
because I regard it as so problematic. However, if you ask me
what I really think about Jesus
and his relationship to Judaism,
I don’t think he was engaged in
a critique of Judaism as such or
that he questioned its fundamental
beliefs and practices. If I have to

I don’t think Jesus was
engaged in a critique of
Judaism as such
or that he questioned
its fundamental beliefs
and practices.
speculate from a historical point of
view, I find it highly unlikely that
Jesus would have seen himself as a
supersession of Judaism in any way.
Such a thought seems to be a later
construct.
Shabbat Shalom: What would
be the evidence for that?
Adele Reinhartz: If you take a
look at the portrayal of Jesus in the
Gospel of Matthew, for example,
much of what Jesus says can be
documented from Jewish sources
as well. Jesus’ teachings on divorce,
for example, fall within the spectrum of what we know from other
sources that describe the range of
discussion within Judaism. So, I
don’t think that Jesus as a historical figure set himself over against
Judaism in the way that is implied
in the Gospel of John.
Shabbat Shalom: How do
you see the Jewishness of Jesus
revealed clearly in the Gospels?
Adele Reinhartz: For example,
Jesus goes up to Jerusalem for the
pilgrimage festival. That in itself
requires some commitment, preparation, and travel, and also implies
that he participated fully in Jewish
life. The same is seen in the debates
6 SHABBAT SHALOM / Autumn 2003

over the Sabbath and other issues.
We have no evidence that he criticized the observance of the Sabbath
as such or that he did not obey the
dietary laws. He was surrounded by
Jews. He was preaching primarily
to Jews. Most of his followers are
Jewish. And he lived within the
spectrum of what was happening
in the Jewish context in the first
century. I don’t see any evidence to
contradict that.
It is interesting that in the
Gospel of John when the Greeks
come to see him—not that I necessarily take this as historical—the
Gospel implies that Jesus does not
reach out to the Gentiles during
his lifetime, but that the Christian
movement includes Gentiles after
his death.
Shabbat Shalom: If Jesus as
a Jew preached to Jews and certainly his immediate followers
were Jewish, how does it come
about that this initially Jewish
community that follows Jesus
develops over some time into a
community that is quite hostile
to Judaism and Jews?
Adele Reinhartz: I wish I knew
the full explanation for this phenomenon. I can just offer a few
suggestions that may or may not
be useful. I do not want to blame
Paul for anti-Judaism, but once
participation in the Christian community was opened up to Gentiles
and they became the primary
source of converts or participants
and did not have to pass through a
Jewish conversion ritual, then you
already have the stage set for antiJudaism, especially in a context
where the majority of Jews apparently did not become Christian.
This may have led members of
the Jesus movement to have some
resentment about Jews who did not
follow their lead. So there are two
factors: first, the majority of Jews
did not become part of this group
in a major way, and, second, the
Gentiles who are now part of the
community no longer maintain the

basic rituals of Jewish covenantal
life. These factors provide the basis
set for setting the followers of Jesus
over against Judaism, as opposed to
being a group within Judaism.
As a Jew, I have to say that I
have not really been persuaded that
the basis of the historical conflict is
theological. Yes, theology became
the mode of discourse, the way
we talk about differences between
Judaism and Christianity. But my
hunch is that what one does is more
decisive than what one believes in.

We have no evidence
that Jesus criticized
the observance of the
Sabbath as such or that
he did not obey the
dietary laws.
We know from the first century, as
we know from our own time, that
Judaism is a highly flexible system
when it comes to theology. In
Judaism you can disagree bitterly
and still remain within the same
community.
Shabbat Shalom: Is it because
of such a flexible theological system in Judaism that it has been
said that it is not the Messiahship
of Jesus that from a Jewish perspective would be the real problem causing to separate Jews from
Christians? For we know that in
Jewish history there were many
messianic claims that did not
result in separation.
Adele Reinhartz: Yes. For example, there are some who believe
that the late Lubavitcher Rebbe,
Menahem Mendel Schneerson, is a
Messianic figure. I find this claim
implausible, and so do many other
Jews, but there are certainly many
Jews within the Hasidic movement
who believe it. I haven’t seen any
movement to stamp them out of
the Jewish community.

I have not really been persuaded that the basis of the historical conflict is theological . . . what one does is more decisive than what one believes in.
Around the first century I see
similar things happening. For
example, in the Bar Kokhba movement in 132, Rabbi Akiba apparently believed that Shimeon Bar
Kosiba was a, or the, Messiah. We
don’t know to what extent others
believed this to be true. But in
any case, nobody argued that he
or his followers were not Jewish.
People may have objected to him
on all sorts of grounds, but not on
grounds that he was not a participant in the Jewish community.
However, as soon as you have a
group that comes in and does not
circumcise the children and does
not observe the dietary laws, then
you can’t marry them and you can’t
eat with them. In ancient Judaism
where there was no highly developed of secular Judaism as there
is today, such nonobservers would
de facto become excluded from the
mainstream community.
Shabbat Shalom: So your guess
is that the basic issue of separation resides in the Jewish covenantal lifestyle?
Adele Reinhartz: Yes. Last year
I attended a conference in honor
of my former teacher Ed Sanders
at the University of Notre Dame.
There John Maier, who wrote the
three-volume work A Marginal
Jew, read a very interesting paper in
which he came to these same conclusions. For him, Jesus had been
very likely a completely observant
Jew who had his issues with the
Jewish community, as every other
Jew, probably for all times, has had.
But the issues that eventually led
to the separation would have been
issues of praxis and not issues of
theology. The way in which these
were debated was theological, but
the crux of it was not theological.
I have argued in a similar way
in my work on the Gospel of John
and the Johannine community. We

talk about the separation between
the Johannine community and the
Jewish community that is captured
by the claim by some scholars that
the Johannine Christians were
expelled from the synagogue. It’s a
very tricky concept, because when
many scholars of the Gospel of
John talk about expulsion, they
assume that it’s an act that an
organized Jewish community did
on account of theological differences. This theory has been severely
criticized, although people still hold
to it. It’s a theory that in my view
does not have any historical plausibility for many reasons, not the
least of which is that there was no
centrally -organized Jewish community that could have made and
enforced such a policy. Even now
Judaism has nothing like the Pope
in Vatican City. You don’t have a
kind of worldwide Jewish organization that has the moral or political
clout to force any measures upon
the synagogues. And you certainly
didn’t have it in the period before or
after the destruction of the Jewish
Temple in the first century.
Anyone who participates in any
sort of group or community knows
that the dynamics within a community are very complicated, especially
the dynamics of conflict. I am part
of a community where people have
left our synagogue to go to a different one. Now from my point of
view, as someone who remains in
the synagogue, I see them as having
departed. They have resigned their
membership; they decided to leave.
But they perceive themselves as
being pushed out or excluded. So it
is all a matter of perspective. If they
were to write the history of their
relationship with the synagogue,
they would say, “We were excluded
from the synagogue.” And I would
say, “Yes, there were issues, there
were conflicts, and they made the

decision to leave.” Why should it be
different in the first century? Why
should we assume that the dynamics were any less complicated? What
we have in the Gospel is a perception from one perspective, from the
perspective of those who no longer
participate in synagogue life.
Shabbat Shalom: Do you see
the perspective of the people who
for you stand behind the Gospel
of John—the Johannine community—as being Jewish, or are they
Gentiles?
Adele Reinhartz: Ethnically
speaking, probably a mixture. In
terms of their own self-identification, they are no longer identifying
as Jews. They are identifying as
believers in Jesus as their primary
religious community.
Shabbat Shalom: Does the
Jewish-Christian separation then
mainly center around Jesus?
Adele Reinhartz: We need to
distinguish between the ancient
situation and the present situation.
In terms of the Johannine community, you can’t discount the role of
Jesus, because the Gospel itself says
that anybody who confesses Jesus
to be the Messiah would be put
out of the synagogue. So, you can’t
discount that beliefs about Jesus
towards the end of the first century
had some role. However, I think
this would not have been decisive
at that time. What would have been
decisive would be the degree to
which believers in Jesus maintained
Jewish practice and how they talked
about Jesus within that context.
In our current context, Jesus
certainly stands as a major problem.
And, of course, we cannot separate
that out from all other aspects of the
history of Jewish-Christian relations
over the last 2000 years. Whatever
the situation was in the ancient
world, you cannot skip directly
from that time to the present. You
Autumn 2003 / SHABBAT SHALOM 7

As soon as you have a group that comes in and does
not circumcise the children and does not observe the
dietary laws, then you can’t marry them
and you can’t eat with them.
simply cannot erase what has gone
on, both in terms of theological
developments within Christianity, in
sociological development within the
nature of churches and the kinds of
rituals and practices that they developed, in the history of Christian
anti-Semitism. Everything that has
been done in the name of Jesus has
become part of what we are dealing
with today. And that makes it just
about impossible for us to use what
may have been a much more fluid
situation in the first century as a
model for what should be today.
Shabbat Shalom: In what way
did your reading of the Gospels
and your exposure to Jesus affect
your religious thinking, if it did?
To what extent has this experience
made you a better Jew, or even
drawn you closer to Christians?
Adele Reinhartz: I am not really
sure that it did in terms of thinking
about my own religiosity. I do not
see Christianity as relevant to the
way that I understanding myself as
a Jew. Maybe I’m deluding myself,
but I just don’t see the connection.
What it has helped me with, of
course, is understanding how it is
that other people could believe the
Christian message. I grew up in
Toronto in an immigrant neighborhood and most of my friends were
Italian, because that was the time
of the large wave of Italian immigration to Canada. So most of my
friends were Catholics, and I spent
time in their homes. I really couldn’t
get my mind around it. While I
accepted that their faith was different than mine, I thought that their
beliefs in Jesus (filtered through
their young perceptions, of course)
were very strange. I am still not sure
I fully understand Christian faith,
but perhaps I do see more clearly
8 SHABBAT SHALOM / Autumn 2003

what role such faith could have in
somebody’s life. But it doesn’t have
that role in my life and it doesn’t
have any personal appeal to me.
Shabbat Shalom: So Christianity
is simply an object of study and
intense interest for you?
Adele Reinhartz: It’s an object
of study. There are other reasons
why I study Christianity, and one
is, as I said, that I believe that the
New Testament is a very important
source for understanding Second
Temple Judaism. When I talk
to Jewish groups about the New

The issues that
eventually led to the
separation would have
been issues of praxis.
Testament, part of what I want
to convey to them is that they
shouldn’t be afraid of studying this
text. Many Jews grow up with a
sense of taboo around studying the
New Testament, maybe because of
the very reason Christians want
Jews to study it, out of a fear on
the Jewish side of its power and
that, maybe, if you study it you will
be converted. I can come before
them as a model of someone who
feels that my understanding of the
world has been enriched by studying these texts. If we do not study
the New Testament, we are giving
up an important source of Second
Temple Judaism, and in this period
we have almost no sources for
Judaism in Palestine. Of course, the
New Testament has to be read with
an understanding of its ideological
perspective, but so does every other
ancient source.
Shabbat Shalom: You recom-

mend that Jews read the Gospels,
including to learn about Jesus, as
a source text of Second Temple
Judaism. Would you see any
other reasons why a Jew should
read the Gospels? Could Jews
learn something about their relationship to Christians?
Adele Reinhartz: Given the
major role that Christianity has
had and that it continues to have
in our culture, it is important to
know something about it. That is
one of the arguments put forward
in my recent work on film. When
I am speaking to a Jewish audience
I certainly make it explicit that
the impact of Christianity in our
culture, including the Christian
interpretation of the Hebrew Bible,
is so profound that we can’t really
understand either “high culture”
or popular culture without understanding something about the New
Testament. But I don’t recommend
that Jews go to the New Testament
for spiritual guidance. I would recommend against that. If spiritual
guidance is what they are interested
in, then they should be seeking it
within the many riches of our own
Jewish tradition.
Shabbat Shalom: When you are
speaking to a Christian audience,
how do you recommend them to
read the Gospels? In other words,
in what way should a Christian
read the Gospels?
Adele Reinhartz: They should
do it with a serious consciousness
of the historical context and with
an openness to considering that
some of the views and some of the
attitudes expressed in the Gospels
are no longer divinely sanctioned
today, to put it as strongly as that.
Shabbat Shalom: What advice
would you give to Christians
to help them understand better
the Jewishness of Jesus? Could
they learn something about the
Jewishness of Jesus that brings
them closer to Judaism or to the
Jews?

Adele Reinhartz: I think that
a true awareness of Jesus as Jewish
and as operating within a Jewish
context is helpful in understanding
or putting some sort of perspective
on the way that the Gospels talk
about his conflict with Jews. And
here I would want to differentiate between what we could know
about Jesus and what we might
know about the early communities.
People in a community like that
which may underlie the Gospel of
John are already profoundly separated from Judaism, but as I said
earlier, I don’t think this is true for
Jesus. So if we want to understand
the Johannine community we do
have to understand how they were
trying to define themselves over
against Judaism. But Jesus was
not trying to define himself over
against Judaism.
We are really doing these texts
an injustice if we absolutize them.
I know that this is what religious
communities do; certainly some
denominations within Judaism do
this with respect to the Hebrew
Bible. We see them as the Divine
Word and they are absolutely normative for our lives today. However,
I think that is a great mistake, both
for Jews and for Christians in their
own traditions, because then we are
holding on to ideas and attitudes
that, if we really look at them,
would contradict other profound
ideas such the notion of God as
just and good. By understanding
the Gospels and the Hebrew Bible
in their historical context, we are
better able to function in the contemporary world.
Shabbat Shalom: It seems to
me that the recent avalanche
of studies on the Jewishness of
Jesus and Judaism in the Gospels
has something to do with the
Jewish-Christian dialogue initiated mainly after the Holocaust,
maybe in order to help believers
in these traditions to understand
each other better and maybe even
to bring them closer together.

How do you assess the immense
work on Jesus, his Jewishness,
and Judaism in the Gospels and
the New Testament?

By understanding the
Gospels and the Hebrew
Bible in their historical
context, we are better
able to function in the
contemporary world.
Adele Reinhartz: I see it as a
very welcome development. The
history of New Testament scholarship shows that in the nineteenth
century and up to the middle of
the twentieth century there is a
theological foundation to the way
in which some scholars talked about
Jesus, Judaism, and Paul which really minimized Jesus’ Jewish identity.
The Holocaust and Christian reflections after the Holocaust have made
that sort of approach unacceptable.
Not that there are not people who

A prerequisite for dialogue is the acceptance
of each other’s
differences and not an
attempt to persuade
someone else that your
viewpoint is correct.
still think that way, but as a scholarly approach it is simply no longer
acceptable.
When people are rediscovering
Jesus’ Jewishness, they are just paying attention and giving validity to
an aspect of the Gospels that was
always there. It’s not anything new.
Only the viewpoint is different:
now we are setting Jesus within
the Jewish context as opposed to
setting him over against the Jewish
context. I regard this develop-

ment as very positive. Whether it
brings Jews and Christians closer
together depends on how we define
“closer together.” A situation where
Jews feel free to study the New
Testament, and Christians understand the need to study Jewish
texts, is desirable and will allow for
dialogue. However, a prerequisite
for dialogue is the acceptance of
each other’s differences and not an
attempt to persuade someone else
that your viewpoint is correct. A
basis for mutual understanding also
includes an understanding of how
you are different from me and how
I will never be like you.
Shabbat Shalom: My final
question is this: I guess you would
still have some open questions in
your study of the Gospels and of
Jesus. Let’s suppose you have the
possibility to ask God one question. What would that be?
Adele Reinhartz: It would be a
question around how God could
have allowed an event such as the
Holocaust to occur. A second question would pertain to the current
situation in the Middle East, and
the possibilities for a resolution that
would be positive for both sides.
Shabbat Shalom: The question
about Shalom?
Adele Reinhartz: Yes. That’s
right.
Shabbat Shalom: Do you have
a question about Jesus you would
like to pose to God?
Adele Reinhartz: I don’t have so
much curiosity about Jesus. At one
point I thought that what I would
like to know most is what really
happened in terms of the events
leading up to Jesus’ crucifixion.
Intellectually I would be interested
in knowing that. However, if I did
have the opportunity to ask God
just one question, it would not be
about Jesus.
*This interview was conducted by
Martin Pröbstle (Oct 8, 2003).
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Interview

Brad H. Young, Ph.D.

Brad is a Christian and a native of Oklahoma
who went to Israel and earned two graduate degrees from the Hebrew University. His
doctorate explored the Jewish background of
the life and teachings of Jesus. He compared
the parables of Jesus in the Gospels to the
parables of the rabbis in Jewish literature.
Brad has written many books and articles
on the Jewish origins of Christianity. His
widely read book Jesus the Jewish Theologian
(Hendrickson, 1995) opens up the original historical environment and allows readers to hear
the message of Jesus afresh. The rabbinic literature is compared to the
teachings of Jesus. His book The Parables: Jewish Tradition and Christian
Interpretation (Hendrickson,1998) explores the one third of Jesus’ teachings in parables. Brad quotes and explains rabbinic parables and how
they relate to the Gospel texts. He is a frequent lecturer at interfaith
conferences that explore the Jewish roots of Christian faith. He is professor of Judaic-Christian studies at the Graduate School of Theology, Oral
Roberts University. He is founder and President of the Gospel Research
Foundation (www.gospelresearch.org) which is involved in the Hebrew
Heritage Bible Translation and Commentary Project.
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h a b b a t
Shalom*: Could
you explain to
our Jewish and Christian readers what led you to address the
issues of Jesus? What are the
reasons behind two of your
latest books, Jesus the Jewish
Theologian (1995) and The
Parables: Jewish Tradition
and Christian Interpretation
(1998)?
Brad Young: First is my intense
curiosity. Second is my strong
faith, which makes me ask questions. My parents were Southern
Baptists and I grew up in a home
where we studied the Bible and
attended church regularly. I was
troubled by Jesus’ teaching in the
Sermon on the Mount, “Think
not that I have come to destroy
the Torah and the Prophets; I
have not come to destroy but to
fulfill them.” It seemed to me that
the way we viewed the challenge
of Jesus was to tame his radical

demands for discipleship. There
were inconsistencies. How can
Christians so easily dispense with
biblical authority by just saying, “We are not under the law
anymore”? No one I talked to, or
the books and Bible commentar-

I felt that even though
I read and studied the
Gospels I was missing
something deeper.
ies I studied, gave me satisfactory
answers. Then I went to Israel in
1972. This experience changed
my life. I asked myself, “What can
I learn about Jesus in Church?”
Churches teach their doctrines
and denominational positions.
Because of my curiosity and faith,
I wanted to understand Jesus.
What did he really want from
his followers? Why did he talk so
much about the kingdom? Why
do Christians seem to emphasize
the teachings of the apostle Paul
to the neglect of Jesus himself?
I wanted to know intimately
the authentic Jesus of history. I
felt that even though I read and
studied the Gospels I was missing
something deeper. I knew that
this deeper meaning had to be
very important. Even though I
studied Greek and sought answers
from the church and scholarship, I was frustrated. Sadly, it
seemed that really, I could not
learn very much about Jesus in
the traditional church. I had to
travel. Israel is the homeland of
Jesus. He is of Jewish heritage.
The Hebrew Language and culture are crucial foundation pillars
for understanding his career. I
became determined to return to
Israel for study and research. I
had already studied Greek, but I
knew that Hebrew was essential
for Gospel research. I earned two

degrees from the Comparative
Religions Department at the
Hebrew University in Jerusalem.
I was especially privileged to work
with outstanding scholars like
Robert L. Lindsey, David Flusser
and Shmuel Safrai. My goal was
to study primarily with David
Flusser. He was an orthodox
Jewish scholar who concentrated
much energy on interpreting
the message of Jesus. I had read
everything he had written. When
I arrived again in Jerusalem and
worked on my Master’s degree, I
was amazed that he adopted me as
his disciple. We developed a special relationship in our academic
pursuits. We went everywhere
together. I edited his English
books and articles. He longed to
make sure that I learned as much
as he could push me to learn. I
team-taught a course with him
at the Hebrew University. Often
I would drive him to a lecture or
some other appointment. My personal teaching lecture from Prof.
Flusser would begin on the way to

renowned biblical scholars are
constantly coming to Jerusalem
to study and so you encounter
the best of learning. The Hebrew
University is a tremendous source
of academic excellence. I loved
living in Jerusalem. So here I was,
a Baptist boy from Oklahoma living in Jerusalem, studying with an
Orthodox Jewish Scholar of the
New Testament, rabbinism and
the Dead Sea Scrolls. I wrote my
doctorate on the parables of Jesus
and made comparisons to the rabbinic parables. I began to understand better Jesus’ message about
the kingdom of heaven because of
my study of Talmudic literature. I
had to write about what I was discovering. I hope these books will
help others and, by the response
I have received from readers, I
believe that they have assisted
many. I receive the most response
about the “kingdom suffers violence” chapter in Jesus the Jewish
Theologian, in which, accurately
understood, Jesus teaches that the
kingdom is an active force. Based

Jerusalem is a wonderful place to explore the
Jewishness of Jesus.
getting into the car and continue
throughout the day. Sometimes
we would study late during his
Sunday evening course until one
or two in the morning. After
the study, he would walk me to
my car, teaching all the way, and
on occasion I would roll up the
window and drive off while he
was still talking. I was a sponge
and wanted to learn everything
this elder scholar of scholars had
to share. Moreover, the city of
Jerusalem is a wonderful place to
explore the Jewishness of Jesus.
The archaeology is all around
you. The Hebrew Language
is everywhere. Many world-

on early Jewish interpretations of
Micah 2:13, the Messiah would
be preceded by Elijah the prophet. John the Baptist fulfills the role
of Elijah, who is the breaker of
Micah 2:13, and Jesus is the king
Messiah figure in the verse who is
spearheading a powerful kingdom
movement which is forcefully
advancing, bringing healing and
wholeness to a suffering world.
The disciples play a decisive role
by partnering with God and helping people who are suffering.
Shabbat Shalom: There
has never been so much written by the Christians about
the Jewishness of Jesus as in
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The Shoah has forced Christian theologians to recognize the anti-Judaism of our
theology and the need to rediscover the roots of our faith in Judaism.
the recent years. How do you
explain this phenomenon?
Brad Young: Two historical events and their influence,
I believe, have had a significant impact upon the trend in
Christian theology to explore the
Jewishness of the historical Jesus.
First is the Holocaust. Second
is the establishment of the State
of Israel. The Shoah has forced
Christian theologians to recognize
the anti-Judaism of our theology
and the need to rediscover the
roots of our faith in Judaism.
While the Nazis were in many
ways anti-Christian, Christian
theology supported their negative
portrayals of the Jewish people.
Sadly, today we are witnessing
the resurgence of anti-Semitism,
especially in European countries
which seemed to change for the
good after the Nazis. Now we are
witnessing anti-Semitic violence
in France and Germany as well
as in Eastern Europe. The impact
of replacement theology, which
proclaims that God has rejected
his people Israel by breaking
his eternal covenant with them
and by giving all promises made
to Israel over to the church, is
strongly felt in church teachings
that culminated in persecutions like the Crusades and the
Holocaust. The same theology is
used to support the new wave of
anti-Judaism and anti-Semitism
today. But after the Holocaust,
Christian theologians and Bible
scholars began to study the Jewish
origins of Christianity and to
recognize the value of the faith
of Jesus as well as their own faith
in him. Great progress has been
made in many areas. The hearts
of many Christians changed when
they witnessed the tragic events of
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the Holocaust. But the same theological approach to the synagogue
that led to the Shoah were still
in place. Since the Holocaust,
scholars, theologians and church
leaders have been studying the
Scriptures and reevaluating the
teachings of hatred. Better, more
biblically-based teachings are now
being accepted by many Christian
believers. To answer the question,
moreover, the establishment of the
State of Israel has played a major
role because Christians traveled
to the land of the Bible. They

Jesus spoke Hebrew.
experienced Jesus’ family relations
in their native homeland. The
sheer exhilaration of experiencing
the land, the people and the faith
in the original setting has had an
enormous impact. These historical events paved the way for the
interfaith dialogue movement
which fostered understanding
through mutual respect, personal
involvement with the other and
deep relationships based on
friendship, religious sensitivity
and historical awareness.
Shabbat Shalom: How would
you explain the Christian
silence about the Jewishness of
Jesus before?
Brad Young: The main reason is anti-Semitism. Christians
do not want to acknowledge
their roots in ancient Judaism.
Ignorance also plays a major
role. New Testament scholars are
not knowledgeable about Jewish
sources. Most study Greek but
never devote sufficient time
and effort to master Hebrew.
For instance, Christian doctrine
stresses that Jesus is the second
person of the Trinity. This devout

belief overshadows the consideration that Jesus was Jewish and
grew up observing Torah, praying
in the Temple, studying in the
synagogue and keeping the commandments of God as interpreted
by his people. While I believe that
overwhelming evidence suggests
that Jesus spoke Hebrew, most
New Testament scholars argue
that Aramaic was his mother
tongue. Aramaic was spoken in
the East by many people groups
other than Jews, just as Greek was
widely used in the West. I really
believe that scholars do not want
to acknowledge the language of
the Jewish people during the
Second Temple Period. They
do not want Jesus to be Jewish.
If he were to speak Hebrew, he
would be too Jewish. Of course,
scholars interpret evidence in different ways and many scholars
who are not anti-Semitic believe
that Aramaic was his native
speech. But the antagonism of
the church against the synagogue
has greatly impacted scholarship
and Christian education. As my
Sunday School teacher taught me,
“Jesus was a fine Christian who
went to church every Sunday.”
Nothing in this statement is true.
I was taught that “The Jews are
the ones who rejected Jesus.”
Many Christians believe strongly
that “The Jews crucified Jesus.”
When I was working on my
Ph.D. at Hebrew University, one
Christian friend asked, “What
can you possibly learn about
Jesus from any Jew like David
Flusser?” How else can we learn
about Jesus? We must probe the
best historical sources from his
time which were written by Jews
and for Jews. We must learn the
way that Jesus conducted his life.

He was loyal to his people and
devoted himself to Torah. The
truth is that if people really want
to learn about Jesus in his authentic historical context, they must
examine the Jewish roots. We can
learn much from Jewish people
and their scholarship.
Shabbat Shalom: So far Jesus
has been seen as the main reason for the Jewish-Christian
separation. Could a new look at
Jesus in the Gospels change this
relation? What would you suggest to help in that direction?
Brad Young: Fresh perspectives on the life and teachings
of Jesus could build a bridge of
understanding between the Jewish
people and the Christian community. In some ways, Judaism
and Christianity suffer from a
sick codependency, in which
each tries to be independent by
an exclusive self-definition and
yet interdependent in their theological constructs. Most definitely
this codependency is more acute
for Christians because our faith
tradition emerged from Judaism.
The Jewish people are in a better
position to live their faith in their
community without considering Christianity. But Jesus will
always be a child of Judaism.
The church will have to recognize
the Jewishness of Jesus in order
to understand properly his message. Both the church and the
synagogue preach the kingdom
of heaven. Both have common
cause to see the repair of a broken
world engulfed in great human
suffering. When Christians study
the way Jesus lived as a pious Jew,
they choose a path that leads to
interfaith awakening. The next
step is to acknowledge the people
of Jesus who today are faithful to
the Jewish way of living. Some
Jewish scholars have made an
effort to place Jesus believably
within the network of Second

Temple Judaism. They desire to
reclaim him into the family on
their terms. As one Jewish friend
explained to me, “Jesus was not
a false Messiah. His teachings
are true. He is a failed Messiah.
There is a difference.” The

Judaism and
Christianity suffer from
a sick codependency.
famous Jewish historian Joseph
Klausner wrote a book in Hebrew
for Jewish readers which was published in about 1920. Klausner
astounded his readers when he
compared Jesus favorably with
the greatest thinkers and religious leaders of the Talmud. He
even said that Jesus’ teaching
surpassed some Talmudic greats.
Klausner was sharply criticized by
his peers. Nonetheless, the Jewish
people are curious about Jesus.
Christians, furthermore, really
want to know the truth about
Jesus’ life and teachings. I think
true Christians are frustrated and
disappointed with a Christendom
which neglects Jesus’ teachings
and ignores his Jewish heritage.
They know that they are missing
something important. I am convinced that the only way to really
understand Jesus is to encounter

The church will have to
recognize the Jewishness
of Jesus in order to
understand properly
his message.
Judaism of the Second Temple
Period. We need to develop a
teachable attitude. We need to
approach the other with humility. Studying together the great
texts of our faith is mutually
beneficial.

Shabbat Shalom: Do you
think that there are misunderstandings about Jesus on the
part of Jews and Christians as
well?
Brad Young: Certainly both
Christians and Jews have misunderstood Jesus. As we bravely and
objectively study the historical
roots of our common faiths in
the golden age of Second Temple
Period Judaism, I believe that we
will achieve a greater appreciation
for our interconnectedness. Jesus is
the bridge that will draw Jews and
Christians together. Christians
and Jews need each other and can
learn much through responsible
interaction. Both Christians and
Jews desire a clearer understanding of the commonalities of
their faith traditions. Christians
have a lot to learn from Jewish
scholarship about Jesus and early
Judaism.
Shabbat Shalom: When you
read the stories about Jesus in
the Gospels, how do you assess
Jesus’ behavior? How did Jesus
depart from traditional Jewish
views?
Brad Young: Jesus never
departed from traditional Jewish
views. He was loyal to the Torah
within the multifaceted interpretations and oral commentaries
of Jesus’ day. When his disciples
ate grain on the Sabbath, he
explained that their actions did
not violate Jewish religious law.
When he healed on the Sabbath,
he pointed to Jewish religious
law which teaches that saving
life takes precedence over the
observance of the Sabbath day.
He asked, “Is it right to save life
or to lose it on the Sabbath?”
Jesus kept the Sabbath day rest.
His disciples kept the Sabbath.
When they walked through the
grain fields, some of Jesus’ disciples began to rub the grains of
wheat in their fingers and eat to
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overcome hunger pains. Someone
asked why they broke the
Sabbath. Jesus’ answer shows that
they did not break the Sabbath. I
have written about this episode
in Jesus the Jewish Theologian and
demonstrated that Jesus used the
Halakah to show what is permitted on the Sabbath. According
to the right interpretations based
upon Jewish oral teachings, the
disciples did not do anything
wrong. Jesus said, “The Sabbath
was made for man, not man for
the Sabbath.” A rabbi, Simeon
ben Menasyah, who lived not long
after Jesus, taught: “The Sabbath
was given to you; you were not
given over to the Sabbath.” The
rabbi teaches the same message!
In fact, I believe that Jesus was
referring to the order of creation.
His listeners understood this
hint back to the creation story.
Humankind were created on the
eve of the Sabbath on the sixth
day. After God had created the
world with all its pleasures, He
created Adam and said, enter into
the Paradise prepared for you and
we will enjoy it together during
the Sabbath rest. So, very literally
the Sabbath was made for man.
Moreover, Jesus observed Passover
with his disciples. He entered
fully into the life of the people.
This is affirmed in early Christian
teachings as reflected in the New

Jesus’ interpretation and application of Torah, in much the same
way as the respected community
leader Shammai would disagree

Jesus is the bridge that
will draw Jews and
Christians together.
with the teachings of the eminent
Sage, Hillel the Elder. Judaism
encourages diversity of thought
and individual expression. It was
perfectly acceptable for Jews to
express divergent opinions in discussions of Torah. The fascinating
aspect of most of the religious
teachings of Jesus is the fact
that later Jewish interpretations
of halachah almost always agree
with Jesus. At least, almost all
rabbis today would acknowledge
Jesus’ opinion about Sabbath
observance. In fact, David Flusser
remarked that no well-intentioned
Jew of the Second Temple would
find anything offensive about
Jesus’ teachings. The conflict surrounding Jesus’ life and ministry
is more political than theological.
The Jewish people have a high
level of tolerance for theological
diversity, but the Romans as well
as the Sadducean party, especially
the priests who cooperated with
the imperial rule, viewed anyone
with messianic hopes as present-

In Judaism, action emerges from faith, and a
person’s good works are valued more highly than
the soundness of his or her theology.
In Christianity we stress belief over practice.
Testament. The author of the letter to the Hebrews maintains that
Jesus was born under the Law and
was blameless in his observance.
This does not mean that other
Jewish religious teachers of the
day may not have disagreed with
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ing a danger. The Romans maintained a policy of executing any
would-be Jewish Messiah. The
Roman governor Pilate ridiculed
the Messianic hopes of the Jewish
people when he wrote “King of
the Jews” on the cross of a cruci-

fied religious leader. This is what
Rome will do to anyone wishing
to be Messiah or King.
Shabbat Shalom: Do you
think that a Jew could benefit
from such a reading?
Brad Young: I believe that
everyone, a Jewish individual, a
Christian believer, or even a secular-minded atheist would benefit
greatly from a cultural, historical
and religious overview of Jewish
faith and practice reflected in the
Gospels. History students at the
Hebrew University in Jerusalem
were required to read the Gospels
as important sources of the
Second Temple Period Judaism
just as they were required to read
texts from Josephus, Philo, the
Dead Sea Scrolls, and rabbinic
literature as primary sources. All
historians of religion value serious research of primary-source
material. Many scholars date
the Gospels before the destruction of the Temple while others
view a redaction following this
significant event. Paul’s authentic
epistles are the teachings of a selfconfessed Pharisee which were
all written some years before 70
C.E. Sound scholarship explores
the available evidence. But the
finest scholars employ critical
thinking and scientific evaluation. I argue in my books that
Christian scholars wrongly ignore
rabbinic sources, often claiming
that they were written down too
late. The same scholars will quote
Papias, a Christian Bishop from
130 C.E., as a valuable source for
Gospel study. But the only source
we have for Papias is Eusebius’
work which was written in the
fourth century C.E. We only have
“late” quotations of Papias in a
fourth-century history book. Yet
while this source is valued, rabbinic sources based upon a long
oral tradition are excluded. The
Mishnah is usually dated to 200

to 225 C.E. but it contains many
earlier oral teachings. Certainly
Rabbi Meir from an earlier generation had a significant impact upon
the compilation of the Mishnah
in the time of Rabbi Judah the
Prince. The teachings of Hillel
the Elder, for instance, represent
an earlier period and certainly
possess value in Gospel research.
These Christian scholars should
recognize the process of transmitting oral tradition and employ
critical evaluation and scientific
research methods for the rabbinic
literature, instead of ignoring this
crucial evidence. The best scholars
will evaluate all the evidence and
not exclude crucial sources. So to
answer the question, Jewish scholars will benefit from Gospel study.
Moreover, Christian scholars will
benefit from rabbinic studies.
Shabbat Shalom: So on the
one hand Christians should
engage more in the study of
rabbinic literature which would
help them to understand the
Gospels better. On the other
hand, then, what can a Christian
learn from the Gospels about
the Jews?
Brad Young: In my experience,
most Christians are so indoctrinated from anti-Semitic preaching
and the prejudice of anti-Judaism
in scholarship and theology that
they learn very little about the
Jewish people in their reading of
the Gospels. They have accepted
negative portrayals of Jews and
Judaism in their educational background to the degree that they
automatically read into Gospel
stories their prejudice. I grew up
with this problem. I see it in scholarly literature. One example might
show what I mean. In Luke 13:31
we read that the Pharisees came to
Jesus and warned him that Herod
wanted to kill him. This is Herod
Antipas who killed John the
Baptist. A normal reading of such

a statement would tell any openminded reader that these Pharisees
wanted to save Jesus’ life and are
providing him with helpful information. My popular study Bible
and numerous commentaries
teach that the Pharisees, as always,
wanted to kill Jesus. They tried to
frighten him into another region
so that they could trap him and
kill him themselves. I argue that
there were good Pharisees and bad
Pharisees. In fact, if we are honest,
there are good Christians and bad
Christians. The New Testament
teaches that Rabban Gamaliel, the
leader of the Pharisees, saved the
apostles. But we never examine
the diversity of the Jewish people
during this period. Jesus criticized
the hypocritical practices of some
Pharisees because he was close to
their spiritual world and longed
for their faith renewal. His criticism of the Pharisees might well
indicate that he himself identified with the Pharisees. But in
the English-language dictionaries, the word Pharisee is defined
as “Hypocrite.” Every religious
movement has its hypocrites. But
no religious believers would tolerate being judged by the hypocrites
of their movement. A faith tradition should be evaluated by its
teachings, its finest leaders and its
devout followers. In other words,
Christian scholars, educators, pastors and laity should take a few
steps back and evaluate preconceived ideas based upon hearsay
evidence. As Christians we should
learn about the Pharisees and
Jewish thought from their own
teachings, recognized leaders and
pious disciples who practice what
they profess. The Gospels are
a treasure store of information
about the Jewish people, their
beliefs, their sacred Temple, their
holiday commemorations, their
study of the Bible in the home
and synagogue, as well as life tran-

sitions such as a wedding, birth of
a child, circumcision, redemption
of the firstborn, the meaning of
family names, or even personal
ideas about God and His dealings
with people. Jesus was active in
every aspect of Jewish social and
community life.
Shabbat Shalom: What advice
would you give to Christians to
help them understanding better
the Jewishness of Jesus?
Brad Young: The first advice I
would give a Christian wanting to
understand better the Jewishness
of Jesus is to read the Jewish Prayer
Book. To understand a people, we

When we study texts
of Scripture together,
we gain insight into our
own traditions as we
learn and affirm the
traditions of our
brothers and sisters.
should begin by comprehending
their prayers. Of course, I would
recommend the books I have
written because I believe in what
I do. My work, Jesus the Jewish
Theologian, or even The Jewish
Background to the Lord’s Prayer,
is a great place to begin. My life’s
work has concentrated on helping
people achieve this type of understanding. I also encourage readers
to explore the writings of David
Flusser and others who have
made contributions in this field
of comparative study of Jewish
thought with Gospel teachings.
I always include a good working
bibliography in my books. On the
practical side, Christians should
explore Israel. A trip to the Holy
Land will inspire and educate.
Christians should make an effort
to interact with the Jewish community. They should participate
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in Holocaust commemorations.
They should visit Holocaust
museums. Everyone needs to
experience the US Holocaust
Museum in Washington, D.C.
There are many other fascinating
Jewish museums throughout the
US. Christians can participate in
Jewish charitable causes, some of
which impact Israel. There are
funds that help Israeli victims of
terror. Why should only Jewish
people be involved in charities that help victims of terror?
Christians should experience
praying the prayers of the Jewish
prayer book with a Jewish congregation on Friday night or on
Sabbath morning. The Sabbath
experience can be very meaningful. They should make the effort
to learn about the Jewish holidays.
Learning some Hebrew can also

God’s reign. Jesus declared, “I
have not come to destroy the
Torah . . .” In his interpretation of
Torah, he fulfilled its message by
explaining how his disciples could
live a life pleasing to God. One
early Jewish rabbi taught that any
prayer that does not mention the
kingdom of heaven is no prayer.
I believe that Jesus of Nazareth
would agree—first because he
taught his disciples to pray,
“Thy kingdom come,” or better
translated, “Continue establishing your kingdom,” and second,
because Jesus modeled in living
the actualization of God’s reign.
In the Sermon on the Mount,
he emphasized prayer, forgiveness, fasting and almsgiving. In
such actions, disciples allow their
light to shine before others. The
world will see the good works of

Learning Hebrew has been a rich spiritual
experience. No words could express the power of
sublime exaltation one experiences when studying
the Psalms in Hebrew.
be a very meaningful experience.
There are many excellent Hebrew
study programs for adult learners
studying at home. Many of these
opportunities are on the web.
Shabbat Shalom readers would
enjoy exploring the web site for
the Jerusalem Post, the English
newspaper published in Israel.
Shabbat Shalom: You have
given some really practical
advice. Could you in a few
words remind us of the characteristics of the teaching and the
life of Jesus that clearly reveal
his Jewishness?
Brad Young: Jesus possessed a
passion for the Torah and was consumed by the message of divine
love. This message flows from his
interpretation and application of
the Torah in daily life and especially in the way he proclaimed
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the disciples which Jesus stressed
more than faith in this teaching
from the Sermon on the Mount.
In Judaism, action emerges from
faith, and a person’s good works
are valued more highly than the
soundness of his or her theology.
In Christianity we stress belief over
practice. The story has been told
about the Hindu leader Ghandi,
who paved the way for the independence of India from British
rule by applying the teachings
of Jesus from the Sermon on the
Mount. A reporter asked Ghandi
what he admired most about
Christianity. He replied, “Jesus.”
Then the reporter asked what he
admired least about Christianity.
He answered, “Christians.”
Shabbat Shalom: Now a
controversial question: Do you
think that a Jew who takes

Jesus’ teaching seriously can still
remain a Jew, especially if he or
she keeps practicing the Torah?
Brad Young: I hesitate to
answer this question because I
am not Jewish. The Jewish people
have the right to define who is
a good Jew. But as a matter of
record, one of the most controversial and unresolved questions
in the Israeli government to this
day is “Who is a Jew?” The orthodox community gives a different
answer than Reform Judaism. To
answer your question directly, I
would have to observe that there is
nothing “unJewish” about taking
the teachings of Jesus seriously. An
examination of all that we know
about Jesus is that he was indeed
a faithful Jewish believer who was
loyal to Torah and his people. Of
course, for us who are Christian
believers he was more than a faithful Jew. As far as I can understand
from the Gospel portrayal of
Jesus, he never taught Jews to disobey God’s commandments but
rather encouraged observance. In
Matthew’s Gospel, Jesus tells the
rich ruler, “If you would enter life,
keep the commandments.”
Shabbat Shalom: It has
been said that it is not the
Messiahship of Jesus that is
a real problem from a Jewish
perspective and that really separates Jews from Christians, for
there were many bold messianic
claims in Jewish history, which
still did not lead to a separation.
How do you respond to that?
Brad Young: I agree that the
Messiahship of Jesus is one of the
problems. It is not the real problem unless we make it so. In fact,
we could rephrase this observation. Perhaps the Messiahship of
Bar Kochba was the real problem
during one significant period of
Jewish history. Christian believers
of Jewish descent who apparently
were still involved in their commu-

nity could not agree with important leaders like Rabbi Akiva,
who according to the Jerusalem
Talmud proclaimed Bar Kochba as
the Messiah. Throughout Jewish
history there have been massive messianic movements, and
one of the thirteen principles of
Jewish faith proclaims, “I believe
in total faith in the coming of the
Messiah. . . .” There are trends
which go up and down in history.
In some periods the messianic idea
is prevalent, while in others it is
marginalized. Even today, when
the messianic idea is of minimal
interest for most Jewish faithful, there is a very strong belief
in the coming of the Messiah
within some groups. In short, I
do not believe that the Messiah
question is the major problem
in Jewish and Christian relationships today. It is probably a greater
problem for some Christians. One
Christian friend said to me, “How
can I accept someone who rejects
my Savior, the Lord Jesus Christ,
who means everything to me?”
This feeling can be very strong
for some believers. However, all
Christians acknowledge free will
in the sense that faith in Jesus is
a choice. Christian faith is a relationship you choose to develop,
and one cannot be a committed
Christian on the basis of ethnic
background. Since free will is
involved, no one should be forced
to convert, and other people’s
views are sacred before God even
though they may disagree with
some points of Christian theology,
because God gave each individual
the right to learn and decide.
On the Messiah issue, Jews and
Christians can agree to disagree,
showing love and integrity for one
another. Most of the time they
can even agree to disagree—agreeably. I think other issues related
to a theological worldview are
of greater consequence. Some

of these issues we have already
discussed. In addition, some of
the differences are more political
than theological. A conservative
Christian Republican will disagree
with a liberal Jewish Democrat on
social issues upon which both hold
strong opinions. On the religious
side, Christians and Jews both
believe the Hebrew Bible. But
the Bible really separates them.
After all, Jewish people interpret
the Bible from the perspective of
oral traditions in Talmud, and
Christians interpret it from the
position of the New Testament
and the Church fathers, who were
influenced by Aristotelian philosophy and neo-Platonism. On
a personal level, I have found the
greatest benefit from textual studies involving both Christian and
Jewish participants. Both communities are people of the Book.
When we study texts of Scripture
together, we gain insight into our
own traditions as we learn and
affirm the traditions of our brothers and sisters.
Shabbat Shalom: May I ask
a personal question: How did
your reading of the Gospels
and your exposure to Jesus, the
Jewish theologian, affect your
religious thinking? To what
extent has this experience made
you a better Christian and has
drawn you closer to Jews?
Brad Young: The driving force
of my research and my personal
journey to Israel, the historical
cradle of Christian faith, has
been to understand clearly and
objectively the message and the
meaning of Jesus’ life and teachings regardless of denominational
or church doctrines. I have tried
to detach myself from current
Christian dogma and immerse
myself in the original environment of Jesus’ life as far as this
is possible. Learning Hebrew has
been a rich spiritual experience.

No words could express the power
of sublime exaltation one experiences when studying the Psalms in
Hebrew. The best translation fails
to convey the intense force of the
words. The Hebrew roots of Jesus’
message are very strong and open
up a dimension of spirituality
often missed in modern translation attempts. Encountering
Judaism, developing meaningful
relationships with Jewish scholars
as well as personal friendships,
have greatly enriched my faith. I
believe that I am a better Christian
for the effort, though I long to be
a much more dedicated disciple of
Jesus. But somehow it is clear that
the closer I draw to the authentic
Jesus of history, the closer I come
to my Jewish brothers and sisters
of today.
*This interview was conducted by
Martin Pröbstle (Sept 30, 2003).
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S

habbat Shalom*:
Could you explain
to our Jewish and
Christian readers what took you
to address the issues of Jesus?
What are the reasons behind
your book Meet Jesus (Autumn
House, 1995)?
Roberto Badenas: To write
my first book, Meet Jesus, I was
pushed by my students. I used
to teach a course on the life of
Jesus, for theology students. Each
year I took one interesting aspect
of this fascinating life and character and asked my students to
do some research on it. During
about five years we dealt with
what we called “the encounters,”
these passages that narrate the
story of the numerous people
that Jesus met. The students
observed that many people, after
meeting Jesus, changed their life:
fishermen became preachers, a
lawyer learned about grace, an

adulterous woman condemned
to death liberated. They wanted
to know more about that special
man. And I helped them by sharing with them my knowledge of
the historical context, of the land
of Israel, and of the rich Jewish
tradition in which Jesus was born
and lived. Then they wanted me
to publish what I had found and
shared with them in class. The
reasons behind my last book, The
Parables of the Master, are similar.
I was impressed by the parables
that Jesus used to tell to his audience, and I wanted to explore why
he used this very rabbinic way of
teaching, and how he used it in
such successful way. The result
was so interesting for my students
and friends that they wanted I
publish this too. Both experiences, I mean the writing of the
two books, have been extremely
rewarding.
Shabbat Shalom: There has
never been so much written by
Christians about the Jewishness
of Jesus as in recent years. How
do you explain this phenomenon?
Roberto Badenas: There are
certainly many reasons for this
new interest. For me, a very
important one is that we know
more about the Jewishness of
Jesus than in the past centuries.
The historical tensions between
Christians and Jews that culminated with the Shoah have also
worked in the conscience of
many honest researchers. We have
understood that we need to know
better the rich Jewish tradition.
In fact, we need to know each
other better, if we want to learn
to respect each other and to live
together.
Shabbat Shalom: How would
you explain the previous

We need to know each other better, if we want to
learn to respect each other and to live together.
Christian silence about the
Jewishness of Jesus?
Roberto Badenas: I would say
that in general there was more
ignorance than anything else. In
Catholic countries, for example,
most of the population knew very
little, not only about Judaism,
but also about Jesus and about
the Bible! Some would even be
surprised to realize that Jesus was
a Jew! On the other hand, it was
somehow difficult for those who
had been told that “the Jews
killed Jesus” to make abstraction
of this terrible accusation and
get interested in Judaism, even if
Jesus was a Jew himself!
Shabbat Shalom: Do you
think that Jesus should or could
have been a part of the Jewish
reflection?
Roberto Badenas: I am convinced that the too-long historical
confrontation in certain parts of
the world between the Christian

Auschwitz has made
it impossible for many
Jews to dissociate Jesus
from Christians.
oppressive majority and the
Jewish oppressed minorities has
worked naturally against any special interest for knowing Jesus on
the part of the Jews. On the other
hand, I found quite natural that
many Jews ask themselves “Who
was Jesus? How did it happen
that he ‘founded’ the Christian
religion, being a Jew? Why did he
become dissident?” I find that the
present Jewish reflection on Jesus
goes together with the new dia-

logue between the Jewish and the
Christian religious traditions.
Shabbat Shalom: You have
already mentioned the Shoah.
Is there still some place for
Jesus in any Jewish reflection
after Auschwitz?
Roberto Badenas: Auschwitz
represents the tragic ultimate
outcome of too many centuries
of anti-Semitic hatred. Auschwitz
has made it impossible for many
Jews to dissociate Jesus from
Christians. Those who have been
able to make this difference, and
have succeed in separating the
two, have discovered with astonishment that they could feel very
near to Jesus, and that there is an
incredible gap between what Jesus
did and taught and what many socalled Christians have taught and
done. In any case, any reflection
on Jesus after Auschwitz has to
acknowledge that Jesus was also
a victim. He is definitely on the
Jew’s side, not on the side of the
Nazis!
Shabbat Shalom: So far Jesus
has been seen as the main reason for the Jewish-Christian
separation. Could a new look at
Jesus in the Gospels change this
relation? What would you suggest to help in that direction?
Roberto Badenas: I am convinced that a new look at Jesus
will show very clearly to all those
who dare to read the Gospels in
an open-minded attitude that
the main reason for the JewishChristian separation does not
come from Jesus but from the
bad Christians. For me, the best
way towards a discovery of Jesus
comes from the personal reading
of the four Gospels, which are
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the oldest “biographies” that we
keep of this amazing Jew. But in
order to advance in the direction
of a better understanding between
the Jewish and the Christian communities, I believe that we have to
continue to build the bridge of
dialogue. There is no other way.
We need to respect each other,

read the stories about Jesus in
the Gospels, how do you assess
Jesus’ behavior as a Jew? How
did Jesus depart from the traditional views?
Roberto Badenas: By reading
the Gospels one discovers very
soon that Jesus’ behavior both
followed and departed from the

I am convinced that a new look at Jesus will show
very clearly to all those who dare to read the
Gospels in an open-minded attitude that the main
reason for the Jewish-Christian separation does not
come from Jesus but from the bad Christians.
to listen to each other, to learn
from each other and to support
and enrich each other. In the final
analysis, we are all brothers and
sisters, since we claim to be children of the same God.
Shabbat Shalom: Do you
think that there are misunderstandings about Jesus on the
part of Jews and Christians as
well?
Roberto Badenas: Of course
there are. Very few Christians, and
very few Jews, know much about
Jesus. I have met many Christians
that are shocked to learn from the
Gospels, for example, that Jesus
was circumcised, that he wore
the traditional tsitsit, that he used
to eat kosher and that he kept
the Sabbath rest, etc.! Both Jews
and Christians need to overcome
many misunderstandings about
each other and about their mutual
traditions. They need to know and
face the truth about each other. As
Jesus himself said, “You will know
the truth, and the truth will set
you free” (John 8:32). We both
tend to forget that Jesus was at the
same time Jew and Christian!
Shabbat Shalom: When you
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traditions of his people. Although
Jesus was a very pious Jew, we see
that he challenged some attitudes,
rites and practices common in his
time, concerning, for example,
some purity laws or Sabbath keeping, in the same way that the great
prophets of Israel used to challenge their contemporaries. Jesus
acts several times against certain
traditions and customs (see his
viewpoint on “what makes someone unclean” in Mark 7:1-23),
but never against the teachings of
Scripture. I see Jesus in this respect
like an outstanding, courageous,
intelligent and creative reformer.
Shabbat Shalom: Do you
think that a Jew could benefit
from such a reading?
Roberto Badenas: Of course.
Jesus’ way of interpreting the Torah
or the Writings, although in all the
essential points it remains very “classical,” often departs from rabbinic
teachings, but more in its approach
than in its essential content. His
explanations always go right to the
heart of Scripture in a very surprising way, full of new insights and of
astonishing new perspectives. I am
convinced that the Jews could ben-

efit from these treasurers of wisdom
as much as Christians.
Shabbat Shalom: What can a
Christian learn from the Gospels
about the Jews?
Roberto Badenas: Many things
also. One very important thing
would be to learn how to respect
and love the Jews, as Jesus did!
But there are many others.
Reading the Gospels one can
learn, for example, the value that
Jesus acknowledges in the Hebrew
Scriptures, the meaning of “election” to belong to God’s people,
respect for the law, the primacy
of the family, the importance of
prayer, the spiritual benefits of
repentance, the joyful celebration
of Sabbath rest, etc.
Shabbat Shalom: What advice
would you give to Christians to
help them understand better the
Jewishness of Jesus?
Roberto Badenas: For my own
understanding of the Jewishness of
Jesus, my trips to Israel have been
decisive. Once you have visited
and lived in Galilee, Jerusalem,
ancient Samaria, the Judean desert, you cannot separate anymore
Jesus from his natural roots, from
his country or from his people.
They remain linked forever. But
I have also received great blessing
in my numerous readings of books
related with the environment in
which Jesus lived and preached,
the riches of wisdom in rabbinic
literature (I like particularly the
parables), the old customs and traditions, the geography and history
of the first century, etc. We should
always remember that there never
would have been such a thing as
“Christianity” unless there had
been Judaism first! Christianity is
deeply indebted to Judaism from
which it comes.
Shabbat Shalom: Could you

in a few words remind us of the
characteristics of the teaching
and the life of Jesus that clearly
reveal his Jewishness?
Roberto Badenas: All in Jesus
reveals his Jewishness: His teaching by images; his use of parables
and metaphors; his constant references to the Hebrew Scriptures;
his reverence for the temple; the
way he relates to prayer; his interesting perspectives on the ethical
teachings of the Torah (see his
“Sermon on the Mount”); the
way he celebrated and reinterpreted the feasts, particularly the
Sabbath, etc.
Shabbat Shalom: Now a very
controversial question: Do you
think that a Jew who takes
Jesus’ teaching seriously can
still remain a Jew, especially if
he or she keeps practicing the
Torah?
Roberto Badenas: This is
indeed a very difficult question
to answer, but not because there
is any problem in taking Jesus’
teaching seriously and remaining
a Jew. The question is controversial because of the controversial
connotations that history and
society have put on “accepting
Jesus” and on “remaining a Jew.”
It depends very much on how we
define these two apparently exclusive alternatives. But personally I
do not see them as incompatible,
as if they exclude each other.
For nobody can take seriously
the teachings of Jesus without
taking seriously the teachings of
the Torah! For Jesus, following
his teachings meant keeping on
practicing the Torah. The difference brought by Jesus consisted
in looking at the Torah in a way
which is closer to the spirit of
Scripture than to some forms
adopted by some traditions.

Shabbat Shalom: It has
been said that it is not the
Messiahship of Jesus that is
a real problem from a Jewish
perspective and that really separates Jews from Christians, for
there were many bold messianic
claims in Jewish history which
did not yet lead to a separation.
How do you respond to that?
Roberto Badenas: It seems that
this is the main and real problem
for many. The messianic claims
that Christians make for Jesus
have been historically the stumbling stone that leads to separation

tuality, my set of values. I have the
strong conviction that I have come
closer to the Jews through Jesus,
in a way that I could have never
reached otherwise. If to come
closer to Jesus is to become a better Christian, then, definitely, this
has happened in my life.

*This interview was conducted by
Martin Pröbstle (Sept 30, 2003).

Nobody can take seriously the teachings of
Jesus without taking
seriously the teachings
of the Torah!
and that still divides Jews from
Christians. But I am personally
convinced, on the contrary, that it
is precisely around the messianic
claims that Jesus made that both
Jews and Christians could finally
put an end to their differences.
Shabbat Shalom: Now a very
personal question, if I may: Did
your reading of the Gospels and
your exposure to Jesus change
something in your religious
thinking? If yes, how? To what
extent has this experience made
you a better Christian and has
drawn you closer to the Jews?
Roberto Badenas: I can say
that many of my most decisive
spiritual experiences are related
to my own “encounters” with
Jesus through my readings of the
Gospels. This “exposure” to Jesus
has indeed changed not only my
religious thinking but also my
view of life, my approach to spiriAutumn 2003 / SHABBAT SHALOM 21

Hebrew Scriptures

The Mysterious Identity
of the Suffering Servant
The Riddle of Isaiah 53
Jacques B. Doukhan

O

ne of the most
perplexing questions of the biblical
passage in Isaiah 53 concerns the
identity of the suffering Servant.
The Servant and/or Israel
Sometimes the Servant clearly
designates the people of Israel
(Isaiah 41:8-10; 44:1-3, 21; 45:
4; 48:21; 49:3); sometimes it is
ambiguous and may be understood as either Israel as a group or
a distinct individual (42:1-4); and
sometimes it clearly and unambiguously refers to an individual
(49:5-7).
Our text appears to belong to
the last category. Here Israel is no
longer explicitly identified as the
Servant, as is the case in the other
passages. Also the passage makes
a clear distinction between the
people of Israel and the Servant.
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In fact, the shift has already taken
place in 49:5.
In 49:3 the Servant is explicitly
identified as Israel: “you are my
servant, O Israel.” Then suddenly,
in 49:5-6, the Servant is someone
who is supposed to gather Israel
to God and should therefore be
understood as someone distinct
from Israel: “It is too small a thing
that You should be My Servant to
raise up the tribes of Jacob, and
to restore the preserved ones of
Israel; I will also give You as a light
to the Gentiles, that You should
be My salvation to the ends of the
earth.”
In 50:10, the prophet speaks to
Israel in the second person plural,
just as in 50:1, while making a
clear distinction between Israel
and the Servant: “Who among
you [Israel] fears the Lord? Who
obeys the voice of His Servant?”

The prophet’s appeal to Israel to
“fear the Lord” parallels his call to
“obey the voice of His Servant”
and therefore implies that the
Servant and the people of Israel
are clearly two different entities.
In the last Servant Song in
Isaiah 52:13-53:13 the situation
is not as clear as in the other passages for the simple reason that
the people of Israel is there never
explicitly named. A close analysis
of the passage is therefore necessary to examine the nature of the
relationship between the Servant
and Israel. For that matter, it is
first important to be able to identify those who are implied in first
person plural (“we,” “us,” “our”).
In other words, who are those who
say in 53:1: “Who has believed
our report?” Are they Israel who
are addressing the kings and the
nations just mentioned above (52:

10)? Or are they, on the contrary,
those very kings and nations?
First of all the, linguistic link
¯  (hear) between the
on shama
end of 52:15 and 53:1 suggests
that the speaker cannot be the
kings and the nations. Indeed, the
speaker of 53:1ff. who makes the
“report” (shemuat: literally, “what
is heard”) cannot also be the one
¯ ) this report
who “hears” (shama
in 52:15. Those who exclaim,
“Who has believed our report?”
cannot therefore be identified with
the kings and the nations since
they are described as those who
“shut their mouths” and never
“heard” such things. Also those
who hear the message (the kings
and the nations) in 52:15—and
are stunned, for they never heard
such things—correspond to those
in 53:1 who couldn’t “believe
what they heard.” Therefore, the
kings and the nations are those
who are “hearing” the report.
This last observation suggests that
those who speak in the first person should be identified as Israel.
A similar situation is described in
49:1 where Israel is clearly identified as the speaker (49:3)—the
first person is used—and invites
¯ ).
the nations to “hear” (shama
Furthermore, a systematic
investigation of the first-person
plural in the book of Isaiah reveals
that whenever the first-person
plural is used (“we,” “us,” “our,”
etc.), it always refers to Israel or
Judah.1 On the basis of these
observations in our text and in
the general context of the book,
it is reasonable to conclude that
the speakers in Isaiah 53 are the
people of Israel and the listeners
are the nations. The Servant is,
therefore, someone distinct from
Israel, as is evident from the following verses:

When we [Israel] see Him
[the Servant], there is no beauty that we [Israel] should desire
Him [the Servant] (53:2).
And we [Israel] hid, as it
were, our faces from Him [the
Servant]; . . . and we [Israel] did
not esteem Him [the Servant]
(53:3).
Surely He [the Servant] has
borne our [Israel] griefs and
carries our [Israel] sorrows; yet
we [Israel] esteemed Him [the
Servant] stricken (53:4).
But He [the Servant] was
wounded for our [Israel] iniquities . . . the chastisement for
our [Israel] peace was upon
Him [the Servant], and by His
[the Servant] stripes we are
healed (53:5)
All we [Israel] like sheep have
gone astray; . . . and the Lord
has laid on Him [the Servant]
the iniquity of us [Israel] all
(53:6).
For the transgressions of My
people [Israel] He [the Servant]
was stricken (53:8).
In this chapter, the Servant is
clearly distinguished from the
people of Israel; yet the Servant
is related to Israel. The nature
of this relationship is suggested
in the passage that precedes our
text. In 52:3-6, the suffering
and “oppressed” condition of the
people (verses 4-5) triggers God’s
action to “comfort” and “redeem”
“his people” (verses 6-9).
The Suffering Servant: A
Sacrifice
The central idea of the passage
is the suffering and dying of the
Servant for atoning purposes.
This idea appears in eight out of
the twelve verses (Isaiah 53:4-8,
10-12). It also occupies the central
section of the chiasmus. This idea

was already suggested in Genesis
3:15, which related the killing of
the Serpent—hence the redemption of mankind—to the killing
of the “posterity” of the woman. It
is now expressed in a more explicit
manner and described with terms
and motifs directly borrowed
from the Levitical world. The
Servant is compared to a lamb
ready for slaughter (Isaiah 53:7;
cf. Genesis 2:7; Leviticus 4:32;
5:6; 14:13, 21; etc.). The passive
form, one of the most characteristic features of the Levitical style, is
most prominent in our passages.
It is used sixteen times in the text;
twelve of them are in the Niphal,
the technical form of the priestly
“declaratory verdict” which is normally used in connection with the
sacrifices. And this religious-cultic
intention is further confirmed by
the seven references to “sin,”
covering all three technical terms

¯ het
(pesha, awon,
. ¯. ):
v. 5: He was wounded for our
transgressions (pesha )
He was bruised for our
iniquities (awon)
¯
v. 6: And the Lord has laid on
¯
Him the iniquities (awon)
of us all
v. 11:He shall bear their iniqui¯
ties (awon)

v. 12:He bore the sin (het
. ¯. ) of
many
This language is quite familiar
and suggests that the Servant is
identified as the sacrificial offering
which in the Levitical system was
bearing the sin and hence permitted forgiveness from God: “If he
brings a lamb as his sin offering,
. . . he shall lay his hand on the
head of the sin offering. . . . So the
priest shall make atonement for

his sin (het
. ¯. ) that he has committed, and it shall be forgiven him”
(Leviticus 4:32-35).
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A King
From the first words of the
song, the Servant is described
as a royal figure who shall “be
exalted and extolled and be very
high” (Isaiah 52:13); He is thus
associated with kings who “shut
their mouths at Him” (52:15) and
with “the great” and “the strong”
with whom He shares the same
wealth (53:12). Also, the word
“seed” (53:10) which is used to
characterize His posterity indicates that this Servant belongs to
the Davidic line, since the word
“seed” is a technical word in the
book of Isaiah to designate specifically the Davidic posterity.2 And,
indeed, the very name given to
Him, “My Servant” (abdî) in the
introduction (52:13) and in the
conclusion (53:11) confirms this
identification, since this is one
of the most frequent titles given
in the Bible to King David.3 And
this title of King David is even
attested in the book of Isaiah
itself: “. . . ‘and he shall not come
into this city,’ says the Lord. ‘For I
will defend this city, to save it for
My own sake and for My servant
(abdî) David’s sake’” (37:34-35).
God
As strange as it may appear,
the Servant is intimately related
with God Himself. This special
connection already is suggested a
few verses earlier in Isaiah 50:10,
where the reference to the Servant
parallels the reference to the Lord:
“Who among you fears the Lord?;
Who obeys the voice of His servant?” It is also significant that
the event of God comforting His
people (52:9) is described through
the imagery of the disclosure of
the Lord’s arm (52:10), a language
which characterizes the coming
of the Servant (53:1). Also, the
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divine quality of the Servant is
suggested in the fact that He is
able to “justify many” (53:11), a
qualification which belongs to the
judge (Deuteronomy 25:1) or to
God (1 Kings 8:32).

In Isaiah 53, the Servant
is clearly distinguished
from the people of
Israel; yet the Servant
is related to Israel.
The universal scope of the
Servant’s influence confirms,
indeed, His supreme status. His
domain affects “many nations”
and “kings” (Isaiah 52:15). The
word rabbîm (many), which is
repeated four times in our texts
(52:15; 53:11, 12a, 12b), is a
technical term often used in the
Bible to cover a universal scope
(see especially Daniel 9:27; 11:33;
12:4, etc.).
It is also significant that Isaiah
53:6, the center of the song, is literally framed as an inclusion with
¯ (all). This is
the Hebrew word kol
the word that is traditionally used
to express the universal reference.
It is the key word, for instance,
of the passage marking the end
of the Creation Story (Genesis 2:
1-3), where it is used three times
to refer to the cosmos, the whole
creation of God. In our passage,
the “all” applies to the people who
¯ ¯
are speaking: “all of us” (kullanu).
The first “all of us” concerns
the erring of the people, “all we
¯ ¯ like sheep have gone
(kullanu)
astray.” The second “all of us” concerns the iniquity of the people:
“And the Lord has laid on Him
the iniquity of us all” (kullanu).
¯ ¯
The last (but not least) evidence for the identification of the

Servant with God is implicitly
given through the metaphor of
the “hidden face” (seter
¯ panîm):
¯
“We hid, as it were, our faces
from Him” (Isaiah 53:3). This is
an important motif in the book of
Isaiah. Of the 31 occurrences in
the Bible, seven are found in the
book of Isaiah, where this expression conveys a particular dimension of God’s relationship with
His people.4 Since the speakers in
Isaiah 53:6 can only be humans,
it follows that the person from
whom the face is hidden (verse 3)
must be God. One characteristic
example occurs just a few verses
after our passage, where God
declares: “With a little wrath I hid
My face from you for a moment”
(54:8). Nearly all the biblical passages5 apply this expression to
God as subject. It is God who
hides His face. The Prophet Isaiah
goes so far as to make the hiding
of the face a distinctive feature
of the true God: “Truly You are
God, who hide Yourself, O God
of Israel, the Savior!” (45:15).
The very fact that this expression is used in Isaiah 53 in relation
to the Servant suggests that in this
passage the Suffering Servant is to
be identified with God Himself.
It is also significant that the same
Suffering Servant declares about
Himself in another passage: “I
gave My back to those who struck
Me, and My cheeks to those who
plucked out the beard: I did not
hide My face from shame and
spitting” (50:6).
The expression “hide my face,”
which is in most cases used by
God to describe His relation to
mankind, is here applied to the
Servant, but this time as its subject.
In summary, whenever the
Bible uses the expression “hide

my face” (seter
it always
¯ panîm),
¯
implies God in relationship with
humans, either that God is the
subject of the verb, the one who
hides His face from humans (the
majority of the cases [28 out of
31]), or that God is the object
of the verb. He is the one from
whom humans hide their face (the
three other cases).
The Suffering Messiah in Jewish
Tradition
The messianic interpretation
of Isaiah 53 is already found as
early as the second century B.C.E.
in the Qumran community, who
applied the prophecy of Isaiah 53
to the “Savior Messiah.”6 A passage in the Talmud alludes to an
old tradition according to which,
because of 53:4, the Messiah was to
call himself a leper: “The masters
[Rabbana] have said that the leper
of the school of the Rabbi . . . is
his name, for it has been said: ‘He
has borne our diseases and he has
borne our sufferings, and we have
considered him as a leper, smitten
by God and humbled’” (Sanhedrin
98b). A characteristic invocation in the Midrash refers to this
same text: “Messiah of our justice
[Meshîah Tsidkenû],
though we are
¯
Thy forebears, Thou art greater
than we because Thou didst bear
the burden of our children’s sins,
and our great oppressions have
fallen upon Thee. . . . Among the
peoples of the world Thou didst
bring only derision and mockery
to Israel. . . . Thy skin did shrink,
and Thy body did become dry as
wood; Thine eyes were hollowed
by fasting, and Thy strength
became like fragmented pottery—
all that came to pass because of
the sins of our children” (Pesiqta
Rabbati, Pisqa 37).
It is always the figure of the

suffering Messiah that Midrash
Rabbah depicts in connection
with Isaiah 53: “The Messiah
King . . . will offer his heart to
implore mercy and longsuffering
for Israel, weeping and suffering
as is written in Isaiah 53:5 ‘He
was wounded for our transgressions,’ etc.: when the Israelites sin,
he invokes upon them mercy, as
it is written: ‘Upon him was the
chastisement that made us whole,
and likewise the Lord has laid on
him the iniquity of us all. And this
is what the Holy One—let him be
blessed forever!—decreed in order
to save Israel and rejoice with
Israel on the day of the resurrection” (Bereshith Rabbati of Moshe
Hadarshan, on Genesis 24:67).
The Aramaic Targum of
Jonathan also interprets Isaiah 53
in a messianic sense. Beginning
with the introductory passages,

(Zebahim 44b; Sanhedrin 51b).
More recently a significant number of Lubavitcher Hasidim have
applied the “Suffering Servant”
of Isaiah 53 to their spiritual
leader, the Rebbe, Menahem
Mendel Schneerson. Obviously,
the messiahship of the Rebbe was
not established, and he was not
recognized as the Messiah by the
majority of contemporary Jews;
but the very fact that, in spite of
the old Jewish-Christian dispute,
many orthodox Jews still chose to
resort to the passage of Isaiah 53
in their messianic argument shows
how deep and strong its messianic
significance is in traditional Jewish
consciousness.7
The Two Faces of the Messiah
Even the difficult paradox of
the Messiah who would be both
a humble victim and a glorious

Even the difficult paradox of the Messiah who
would be both a humble victim and a glorious king
has its place in Jewish tradition.
the identity of the Servant is
made clear: “Behold, my servant
the Messiah will prosper, be lifted
up and made strong; so long did
the house of Israel languish after
him.” The theological connection
between the ritual of the sacrifice and the Messiah which lies
in the heart of Isaiah 53 is also
attested in the Talmud. In fact,
the whole sacrificial system was
interpreted there as a reference to
messianic hope: “R. Eleazar said
in the name of R. Josei: ‘This is a
halaka [a principle] that concerns
the Messiah.’ Abba answered him:
‘It is not necessary to give instructions here on all the sacrifices of
victims, for this is a halaka that
concerns the messianic era’”

king has its place in Jewish tradition. The rabbis were so puzzled
by this contradiction that they
sometimes concluded that there
were two Messiahs. A Talmudic
passage elaborates on this observation of a double figure. When
the Messiah plays the role of a
victim, he is then generally identified as son of Joseph by analogy
to the story of Joseph’s oppression
(Genesis 37), and when he is a
king, he is then recognized as the
son of David (Sukkah 42a). It is
also interesting that this Talmudic
passage constructs its messianic
reflection precisely on the basis
of Zechariah 12:10: “And I will
pour on the house of David and
on the inhabitants of Jerusalem
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the Spirit of grace and supplication; then they will look on Me
whom they have pierced; they will
mourn for Him as one mourns for
his only son, and grieve for Him
as one grieves for a firstborn.”
Two opinions are thus proposed
in the rabbinic discussion. One
defends the idea that this Messiah
who suffers and dies is none else
than the Messiah son of Joseph
who will be killed before the
end of the complete redemption
(geullah shelemah) which will be
brought by the “Messiah son of
David.” Another, that it is not
the Messiah who is killed but the
evil inclination (the yetser hara).
In this conversation, the Messiah
is thus associated with the war
against evil. The Messiah son of
Joseph would represent the messianic power who would fight and
crush the evil power and would
then be followed by the royal
Messiah son of David for the ultimate and complete redemption
(geullah shelemah).
In the Talmudic tradition,
however, both the son of Joseph
and the son of David are destined
to suffer and die. The Talmud
speaks of the death of the son
of David (Sanhedrin 98b). It is
also significant that the Suffering
Messiah portrayed in Isaiah 53
is identified as the Messiah King
(Bereshith Rabbati on Genesis
24:67), a title that designates
the Messiah specifically as the
son of David (Bereshith Rabbati
on Genesis 19:34; compare
Berakoth 5a, etc.). The Messiah
son of Joseph also appears with
the bearing of a glorious Messiah.
“Ephraim [son of Joseph] Messiah
of our justice, reigns over them
[the people of the world]; treat
them as good seemeth to thee”
(Pesiqta Rabbati, Pisqa 37). The
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ministries of the two Messiahs
therefore come together, often
giving the impression of being
merged into one. It becomes
difficult to disassociate them, so
much are they alike. This identity
was emphasized in the Targum,
which went so far as to compare
them to “twin kids” (Targum on
Song of Songs 4:5 and 7:4). One
can even wonder whether, in the
thinking of ancient rabbis, this
confusion on two Messiahs did
not betray a fundamental idea
that there really was only one
Messiah. A discussion recorded
in the Talmud seems to indicate
that the rabbis were moving in
that direction. One involved
in the discussion inquired as to
what the name of the Messiah
should be. Either Menahem son
of Ezechias or a second King
David who will reign gloriously
and eternally, or even the leper
called to be humbled and to carry
the burden of our suffering and
diseases (Sanhedrin 98b). The
possibility of two Messiahs never
appears in the course of this conversation. In fact, the discussions
of the rabbis seem only to try to
understand the composite figure
of the Messiah, for the various
names they give him are aimed
rather at disclosing some aspect
of his personality. According to
biblical and rabbinical word studies,8 it was conceivable that one
and the same person should have
several names. To talk about a son
of Joseph or a son of David did
not necessarily mean two different
Messiahs. In fact, a passage of the
Jerusalem Talmud records the two
sides of the Messiah: “If the messianic king is from the living, his
name is David; if from the dead,
his name is David” (Berakhot 2:4).
Jewish tradition confirms that the

Messiah son of Joseph is in spite of
his title of Davidic descent.9
A Divine Messiah
Ancient rabbis went even further. Alongside the presentation
of a Messiah with human flesh
and blood, they dared to identify
the Messiah with God Himself.
The idea implied in Isaiah 53
that the Suffering Servant, the
son of David, is also God finds
its boldest expression in rabbinic
literature. “The Messiah,” says
the Talmud, “will have the name
of the Holy Blessed One.10 . . .
For it is said in Jeremiah 23:6:
‘And this is the name by which
He will be called: “The Lord is
our righteousness”’”(Baba Bathra
75b). “What is the name of the
Messiah King?” asks the Midrash.
R. Abba ben Kahana says:
“Yahweh is his name as written in
Jeremiah 23:6. This is the name
by which he will be called: ‘The
Lord [Yahweh] is our righteousness’” (Lamentations Rabbah 1:1:
16; Midrash on Proverbs 19:19-21;
Midrash on Psalm 21:1, 2, etc.).
The Targum of Jonathan fits the
typical traditional view, since it
translates the text in this manner:
“‘Behold, the days are coming,’
says Yahweh, ‘when I shall bring
forth to David the Messiah of
justice. He will reign as King and
prosper.’ . . . And behold the name
that He shall be given: Justice will
be given to us in those days in
the name of Yahweh” (Targum on
Jeremiah 23:5, 6). The Messiah of
Israel thus is likened to God and
bears the name (Yahweh) of God.
But the identity is not limited to
the name: the identity includes
common attributes, such as their
eternity and their royalty. Indeed,
numerous passages in the Midrash
and the Talmud bring the Messiah

and God together in their eternity
and make Them both the “firsts.”
“I shall manifest myself the first,
as God . . . and I shall bring to
you the ‘first,’ and that is the
Messiah” (Pesiqta de Rab Kahana,
Pisqa 28).
Commenting on Isaiah 9:6, the
Targum clarifies still further the
divine attributes of the Messiah:
“The prophet says to the house
of David: A master teacher has
been born to us, a son is ours; He
will take the law upon Himself
and will set a guard over it; since
the beginning His name has been
pronounced: Wonderful in counsel, Mighty God, Everlasting One,
Messiah during whose days peace
will abound upon us” (Targum on
Isaiah 9:5).
An ancient Midrash goes so far
as to identify the kingship of the
Messiah with divine kingship. “A
king of flesh and blood permits
no one to put the crown on his
head; but the day will come when
the Holy One, blessed be He,
will place His crown on the head
of the Messiah King” (Exodus
Rabbah 8:1, on Exodus 7:1).
No wonder then that the
Messiah and God share the same
spirit! Indeed, the Messiah pos-

sesses the same spirit as God. The
Midrash takes this lesson from the
first words of the biblical Creation
story. “Genesis 1:2: ‘The Spirit of
God was moving over the face of
the waters’ indicates that the spirit
of the Messiah King was present,
as written in Isaiah 11:2: ‘The
Spirit of the Lord shall rest upon
Him’” (Genesis Rabbah 2:4, on
Genesis 1:2).
According to Jewish tradition,
in tune with the biblical data,
the Messiah should be identified
with God Himself. Savior, eternal,
supreme King, Adonai Himself
endowed with the same Spirit of
God, but also the son of David,
the son of Jesse. What will become
inconceivable and irreconcilable
later in Judaism was yet perfectly
acceptable at the early stages of
rabbinic thinking.
After a thorough examination of ancient Jewish literature,
this is the surprising conclusion
of Jewish scholar David Flusser,
of the Hebrew University of
Jerusalem: “In the Midrashic literature, the ways of the Messiah
acquire a dimension which is
beyond everyday life and passes
human understanding.”11

1 Isaiah 1:9; 9:10; 16:6; 22:13; 24:16;
25:9; 26:1, 8, 13, 17-18; 28:15; 33:2; 42:
24; 59:9-12; 64:3, 5-6, 8-9.
2 See Isaiah 41:8; 43:5; 44:3; 45:
19, 25; 59:21; 61:9; 65:9; 66:22; compare also Jeremiah 31:36-37; 33:26; 2
Chronicles 20:7.
3 2 Samuel 3:18; 7:5; 1 Kings 11:
32, 36, 38; 14:8; 2 Kings 19:34; 20:6; 1
Chronicles 17:7.
4 Isaiah 8:17; 45:15; 50:6; 53:3; 54:8;
57:17; 59:2.
5 Exodus 3:6 is with Isa 53:3 the only
exception, where a human being hides his
face before God.
6 See André Dupont-Sommer, The
Essene Writings from Qumran, translated
by G. Vermes (Gloucester, Mass.: Peter
Smith, 1973), 364-366.
7 See David Berger, The Rebbe, the
Messiah, and the Scandal of Orthodox
Indifference (London; Portland, Or.:
Littman Library of Jewish Civilization,
2001), 23.
8 Compare Abraham Sarsowsky,
Die ethisch-religiöse Bedeutung der alttestamentlichen Namen nach Talmud,
Targum, und Midrasch (Kirchhain: Max
Schmersow, 1904).
9 R. David ibn Abi Zimra (Radbaz,
1480-1574), Responsa (Hebrew), vol. iii,
no. 1069; compare Berger, The Rebbe,
38.
10 This is the common designation of
God in the rabbinic literature.
11 David Flusser, “The Concept of
the Messiah,” in Jewish Sources in Early
Christianity (New York: Adam Books,
1987), 56.

Jewish Wisdom
“Now, there was about this time Yeshua, a wise man, if it be lawful
to call him a man, for he was a doer of surprising woks, a teacher of
such men as receive the truth with pleasure. He drew over to him
both many of the Jews, and many of the Gentiles.”
(Josephus, Antiquities, 18.3.3 par. 63-64)
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Roots

Yeshuah, Hayehudi

(“Jesus, the Jew”)

I

Reinaldo Siqueira
Professor of Hebrew Scriptures

t is usually a
great surprise, for
most
Christians
and Jews, to realize that the Jesus,
the central figure of the Christian
faith, never was a Christian, and
never belonged to a Christian
Church. On the contrary, during
his entire life, Jesus was nothing
but a Jew. He was born as a Jew,
and he lived and died as such.
Furthermore, according to the
New Testament, he was resurrected as a Jew and ascended to
heaven as a Jew. All the events of
his life, death and resurrection,
narrated in the Gospels and in the
first chapter of the book of Acts,
occurred well before the beginning of the church, hence, inside
the Judaism of the time.
The realization of the Jewish
nature of Jesus, his life and teachings, and of the New Testament
proclamation about his person,
has produced a profound impact
on the Christian and Jewish perspectives about him and about
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the New Testament message. The
last decades have seen a growing
number of studies and works that
have challenged the traditional
Christian and Jewish views on the
subject, and produced a growing
movement, in both side, aimed
at a revision of these traditional
views, claiming a reshaping of our
views on Jesus, his person, and his
message.
Even through a cursory survey of Jesus’ life and message,
one can perceive the depth of

in order to be redeemed through
the pidyon-haben ceremony, “as it
is written in the Law of the Lord:
‘Every firstborn male is to be
consecrated to the Lord’” (Luke
2:23; Numbers 3:12-13, 45-51;
18:16). In the Gospel report, we
also find the earliest historical
reference ever to the Jewish BarMitzvah ceremony (the celebration of a Jewish boy’s religious
majority). At the age of twelve,
Jesus went to Jerusalem to take
part in the religious celebration

Jesus never was a Christian.
his Jewishness. Born of a Jewish
mother, he is a Jew even by the
most orthodox standards. Like
any Jewish boy, he was circumcised when eight days old (Luke
1:21; Genesis 17:12). He received
his name at his circumcision ceremony, according to the Jewish
custom still common till today.
As a firstborn Jewish son, he was
taken to Jerusalem by his parents

of Pessach (“Passover”) as an adult
member of the community, and
he engaged himself in Torah discussion with some religious leaders in Jerusalem (Luke 2:41-52).
This Gospel’s report reflects a very
ancient practice of this ceremony
for, while the age for Bar-Mitzvah
is normally 13 years old, in some
ancient oriental communities,
like the Jewish Syrian community

of Aleppo and Damascus, if a boy
is found to be very religious and
advanced in his Torah studies, he
performs his Bar-Mitzvah at the
age of twelve instead of thirteen.
As a practicing religious Jew, Jesus
wore tzitzit (“fringes”) in the corners of his garment as a reminder
that he has taken upon him the
obligation to observe God’s Law
(see Matthew 9:20; Mark 27;
Luke 8:44; and Numbers 15:
37-41). On the Sabbath day, it
was his custom to go to the synagogue for worship, and he took
an active part in it by reading
from Bible scrolls and presenting
the Derashah (“sermon,” cf. Luke
4:16-21). During the religious
Jewish holidays, he usually went
to Jerusalem and participated in
their celebration in the Temple.1
The Gospels present his short
ministry of three years and half
as the one of an itinerant Rabbi
(Matthew 4:23-25). He was recognized as a Rabbi by his contemporaries: Nicodemus, an important
member of the Sanhedrin (the
Jewish ruling council at the time),
so called him (John 3:2); and so
did many of his disciples (John 2:
38; 11:28; 20:16). His teachings
are aimed to help people to fulfill
the Torah, and live a life of dedication to God and His Word: “Do
not think that I came to abolish
the Law or the Prophets; I have
not come to abolish them but to
fulfill them. I tell you the truth,
until heaven and earth disappear,
not the smallest letter, not the
least stroke of a pen, will by any
means disappear from the Law
until everything is accomplished.
Anyone who breaks one of the
least of these commandments and
teaches others to do the same will
be called least in the kingdom of
heaven, but whoever practices
and teaches these commands will

His teachings are aimed to help people to fulfill the
Torah, and live a life of dedication to God
and His Word.
be called great in the kingdom of
heaven” (Matthew 5:17-19).
Jesus’ way of praying was a
Jewish way, as it can be seen in
the Lord’s Prayer (Matthew 6:
9-13). The opening words, “Our
Father Who art in Heaven” (in
Hebrew: Avinu she-ba-shamayim)
is part of many Jewish prayers.
Other elements of the Lord’s
Prayer have many close parallels
to two of the main Jewish prayers
that have survived the ages: the
Kaddish and the Amidah. As in
the Kaddish and in the Amidah,
in Jesus’ prayer, for example, the
Name of God is sanctified and
praised, there is a request for the
coming of His kingdom, and
that His will be done. Indeed,
the same verbal form appears in
the beginning of the Kaddish and
the “Lord’s Prayer”: Itqaddash
Shemeh/Shimcha (“hallowed be
His/Your Name”).
Jesus’ death happens also well
within the Jewish context of the
political turmoil present in the
land of Israel in the first century
C.E. Like a great number of his
Jewish brethren of the time, He
died the violent death by crucifixion at the hands of the occupying Roman power. His growing
popularity among the people of
the land, his triumphal entrance
in Jerusalem, when the multitudes of Jewish pilgrims hailed
him with the Messianic titles of
“Son of David,” and the “Blessed
One who came in the Name of
the Lord,” and his stern attitude
toward the leadership of the
Jerusalem Temple by driving away
the money changers and merchants they had allowed to work

inside the Temple area (Matthew
21:1-17), sealed the opposition of
those who were involved with the
Roman power and had no sympathy for him. They needed to stop
him before this Messianic popular
movement could get out of their
control and become a menace to
the political situation (see John
11:45-56). So he was charged of
crime against the Lex Julia Laesae
Majestatis, the Roman law that
forbade anyone to even pretend
any royal title or position within
the territories of the Roman
Empire. The only king of Judea
was, by law, Tiberius Caesar. The
penalty for such crime was death.
And so Jesus was crucified, with

The growing movement
of Messianic recognition
of Jesus was indeed
a truly Jewish Faith
phenomenon.
the charge of his crime affixed
upon his cross: “Jesus of Nazareth,
the King of the Jews.”
Finally, the growing movement
of Messianic recognition of Jesus
was indeed a truly Jewish Faith
phenomenon at the time. Since
his birth, very pious and religious
Jews recognized in him the Jewish
Messiah. For Zechariah haCohen,
the father of John the Baptist, the
birth of Jesus was the fulfillment
of God’s promises to the fathers
and the proof that He remembered His holy covenant (Luke 1:
68-73). Simeon, the Elder, probably one of the first rabbis who
appears in the Jewish wisdom
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tractate Pirkei Avot (“Sayings of
the Fathers”), called him God’s
“salvation which You [God] have
prepared in the sight of all people,
a light for revelation to the gentiles and for glory of Your [God’s]
people Israel” (Luke 2:30-32).2
During his life multitudes of Jews
followed him (Matthew 4:25; 8:
1; 9:35-38; etc.). Many influential Jews and members of the
Sanhedrin admired him and some
were his disciples in secret (John 3:
1-21; 7:50-52; 19:38-39). In his
triumphal entrance in Jerusalem,
Jesus is received by the multitudes
as a prophet, and even more as
the “Son of David” (Matthew
21:1-11). His arrest, judgment
and condemnation needed to
be done at night for fear that it
would produce a revolt among
the people assembled for the
Passover in Jerusalem (Matthew
26:3-5; Luke 22:1-6). In the years
that followed, the numbers of
Jews who believed in him as the
Messiah increased more and more
until by the middle of the first
century C.E. there were dozens
of thousands of Jews who believed
in him as the Messiah, just in the
area of Jerusalem and vicinity
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(Acts 21:17-20). Indeed, prior to
the destruction of Jerusalem in 70
C.E., Early Christianity became
the largest religious body within
Judaism. It lived and proclaimed,
to Jews and Gentiles alike (Acts 1:
8; Romans 1:17), its faith in Jesus
as the resurrected Messiah.
Why did Christianity lose track
with its religious roots and context?
Why did Jesus, the Jew, become a
foreigner to his own people? The
history of this tragic development
started in the second century C.E.
and is too long and complex to be
covered here. However, what we
are seeing nowadays is his coming
back home, and with it, there is a
hope that he is paving the way so
that we too, Jews and Christians,
will come back to each other
and live as brothers of a common faith in the God of Israel.

1 For Jesus’ participation at Pessach
(“Passover”), see John 2:13-35; 6:4-71;
11:55-20:29. For Succoth (“Tabernacles”),
John 7:2-8:20. In John 5:1-47, there is a
reference to a religious pilgrimage festival
but it is not actually identified which
one it was. In John 10:22-42, a reference
is made to events that occurred dur-

ing Hanukkah, the feast that celebrates
the “Dedication” of the Temple during
the time of Judas the Maccabee in 165
B.C.E.
2 For a reference to this Rabbi Simeon,
see Pirkei Avot 1: 17-18. He was apparently the son, or the grandson, of the
famous Hillel and the father of the great
Gamaliel II.

News

From Israel
Amram Elofer
Jerusalem, Israel

Crucifixion Concerns
The appearance of a new film,
financed and directed by Mel
Gibson, has raised fears that the
film will contribute to the increase
in anti-Semitism that is already
causing great concern. The film
focuses on the closing hours of
Jesus’ life, vividly portraying the
details of his crucifixion.
Rabbi Eugene Korn, head of
the Anti-Defamation League’s
office on interfaith affairs, was
invited to a private screening of
the film. He reported that he was
not alone in fearing that the film
could undermine the dialogue
developed between Christians
and Jews since Vatican II. “Many
theologically informed Catholics
and Protestants have expressed
the same concerns regarding
anti-Semitism and that this film
. . . could turn back the clock
on decades of positive progress
in interfaith relations,” he said.
For almost 2000 years, Jews have
been accused of deicide, of being

‘Christ-killers.” It was only in
1965 that the Second Vatican
Council officially withdrew the
charge.
Whose ossuary?
Dispute continues over the
authenticity of a first century BCE
ossuary, a limestone box used to
contain the bones of a body after
the flesh has decayed. While there
is no doubt that the ossuary itself
is genuine (there are so many that
some have been used as garden
planters!) the Aramaic inscription on the side, “James, son of
Joseph, brother of Jesus,” has
generated great excitement. The
November/December 2002 issue
of The Biblical Archaeology Review
reported that the ossuary had
been tested by members of Israel’s
Geological Survey Ministry who
stated, “No evidence that might
detract from the authenticity of
the patina and the inscription was
found.” André Lemaire, leading
epigrapher (specialist in inscrip-

tions), also examined the ossuary
and concluded that the inscription was genuine. However, a
spokesman for the Antiquities
Authority announced that while
the ossuary was original, the
inscription seemed to have been
cut through the patina formed
over the years, and was therefore
a modern-day forgery. Not all
experts are convinced, however.
Whether or not the inscription is
authentic, the ossuary has helped
to arouse discussion on the identity of James, and consequently
the origins of Christianity and the
One who is its foundation.
Temple Mount reopened to
non-Muslims
Recently, small groups of visitors have been allowed to enter
the 35-acre area on condition that
they do not worship or pray, do
not go into the mosques, and do
not stare at or dispute with any
Islamic official.
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Viewpoint

A Review of
“The Passion of the Christ”
P. Richard Choi
Professor of New Testament, Andrews University

T

he Passion of
the Christ is not a
movie you would
watch with your young children
on a Saturday night. According to
film critic Robert Ebert, it is the
most violent film he has ever seen.
Indeed, it is a movie so full of violence and cruelty that, had it been
produced on a theme other than
the Passion, it would surely have
drawn scathing criticisms from
critics and conservatives alike
and earned an automatic NC-17
rating. Yet when I went to the
theater on a Saturday night—the
movie was already in its fourth
week of showing—nearly every
seat was taken, not a few of them
by families with young children.
The movie opened with one
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of the most sacred scenes of
Christianity—the Gethsemane
experience. An eerie musical background accentuated the haunting
opening scene in which a full
moon was seen silently casting its
blue silver light through breaking
clouds upon the doleful figure of

senseless beatings and whippings
chronicled from every imaginable
angle.
The movie’s basic plot closely
followed the Catholic Church’s
Fourteen Stations of the Cross.
This, however, should not lead
anyone to exaggerate the Catholic

It is Mel Gibson who is telling the story.
Jesus. He stood muttering words
in Aramaic with his back turned
to the audience. The film then
advanced through a rapid succession of scenes to Jesus’ arrest
and trials. Then the unspeakable
torture commenced. From there,
the rest of the movie was essentially a documentary about the

character of the movie because
its individual narrative elements,
for the most part, come directly
from the Gospels: Jesus did
meditate and pray in the garden
of Gethsemane; the disciples did
sleep while Jesus prayed with
drops of blood falling from his
face; Peter did try to protect Jesus

by cutting off an ear of a soldier
who tried to arrest Jesus; Jesus was
tried by Caiaphas, Pilate, Herod,
and again by Pilate; Roman soldiers did torture Jesus; a group
of thugs did ask for the release
of Barabas instead of Jesus; two
thieves were crucified on either

As a parent, I could
not keep the tears from
welling up in my eyes.
side of Jesus; and Jesus did die
on a cross. This literalistic adherence to the biblical and traditional
narratives makes it difficult to be
critical of the movie.
Even so, there can be no question that the actual scenes are
a product of Mel Gibson’s own
private imagination. As producer,
director, and screenwriter for
the movie, the details of each
scene—the costumes, the script,
the level and the duration of the
torture, the music that supports
the scenes, the amount of blood
shown, and the choice of actors—
are products of Gibson’s decisions.
It is clear that significant research
has gone into the making of this
movie. The Aramaic and Latin
scripts used in the movie speak
volumes about Gibson’s dedication to historicity and authenticity. However, this outward display
of historical authenticity does
not change the fact that it is Mel
Gibson who is telling the story, a
fact he has made no effort to deny.
Therefore, this review concerns
Mel Gibson’s dramatic ideas and
not the movie’s basic storyline.
The movie offers much that
is commendable. First, it shows

remarkable sensitivity to the
religious differences of the viewing public. Though essentially a
Catholic version of the Passion,
the movie did not offend
Protestant viewers. For example,
many of (mother) Mary’s frequent
appearances were given in flashbacks to punctuate the torture
scenes and to form a dramatic
counterpoint to the soldiers’ and
priests’ callousness toward the
suffering Jesus. Appearing immediately before a scene of a bruised
and bloodied Jesus lying face
down on the ground, the scene
in which Mary lovingly helps
boy Jesus get up from the ground
presented perhaps the most poignant moment in the movie. As a
parent, I could not keep the tears
from welling up in my eyes. The
scenes depicting Mary gave the

priests at Pilate’s Judgment Hall
and Jews in general, the movie has
the potential of sparking an antiSemitic sentiment. Or if one came
to the movie with anti-Semitic
convictions, the movie could
certainly confirm and intensify
these prejudices. But the movie is
unlikely to create an anti-Semitic
sentiment where there was none.
First, it was easy to see that Mel
Gibson made a significant effort
to create a contrast between the
priests and common Jews on the
street, such as the creation of the
character Veronica, who showed
bravery and pity toward Jesus.
Second, the sheer length, intensity, and absurdity of the torture
scenes (lasting well over an hour)
caused what actions there were
on the part of the priests to pale
in comparison. In all fairness, it

The movie was not intentionally anti-Semitic.
The danger of anti-Semitism, however,
was certainly there.
grim movie a human aspect and
evoked tender emotions from the
viewer.
In a similar vein, the movie was
not intentionally anti-Semitic.
The danger of anti-Semitism,
however, was certainly there. For
those who cannot easily distinguish between the few unfeeling

should be stated that the movie’s
intent was not to point finger at
someone or a particular ethnic
group, but to graphically portray
how much Jesus suffered.
The movie also causes one to
pause and think. The characters
were sufficiently universalized so
that we can see ourselves mirrored
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The movie ended the romanticism of the Passion.
in them. The callous faces of the
priests, the guilty face of Judas, the
vacillating face of Pilate, the panicked face of Peter, the angry faces
of the mob, the curious and piteous faces of the bystanders were
not strange faces, but the faces we
have all worn at one time or other.
The bloodied victim in the figure
of Jesus was also a familiar figure
because most of us have at one
time or other turned an indifferent face to a needy victim soaked
in suffering. The movie made me
ask what role I might be playing in
life right now.
Finally, the movie brought
home the point of how utterly
horrible and pointless violence
is, even when it is being inflicted
on Jesus. The movie lasted a little
over two hours with most of the
minutes spent showing graphic
violence. The viewer might, perhaps at first, grope to find meaning and contemplation, such as
the terrible agony Jesus must have
suffered when he was being crucified. But after about twenty min-
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utes of unrelenting violence, the
viewer is forced to face the absurdity of it (unless he or she enjoys
watching protracted violence);
there was simply no meaning to be
found—religious or dramatic—in
sustained cruelty and violence.
Even the blood that was left on
the pavement by the beaten Jesus
reminded one of a slaughter house
rather than the holy Passion. Like
most tortures, the actual torture
of Jesus must have lasted longer
than it was shown in the movie
and been just as pointless. The
movie underscored the solidarity
of Jesus’ suffering with countless

Such a massive public
portrayal of violence is
unacceptable in
any context.
nameless victims who have perished through torture and isolation. In short, the movie ended
the romanticism of the Passion.
The movie, however, had sev-

eral noticeable and disturbing
drawbacks. The scenes in which
the Devil was introduced in a
Dracula-like fashion tended to
trivialize the otherwise authentic looking movie. The scene in
which a worm was seen crawling
back into the nostril of the Devil,
in particular, did much to take
away from the movie’s seriousness. Also the special effects, such
as the earthquake scene in which
the stone steps in the Temple
broke apart (something not in the
Gospels), reminded me of Indiana
Jones. Most egregious were the
scenes in which Jesus was seen
conversing with Pilate in perfect
Latin and Pilate with the crowd
gathered outside his mansion in
perfect Aramaic. There is little
historical evidence to suggest that
Jesus spoke Latin. There is even
less evidence that insolent and
pusillanimous Pilate would have
cared enough to learn to speak
Aramaic.
On a more substantive level, it
was disturbing to see that religion
and good intentions are once
again being used to rationalize
violence and override common
sense. The movie’s sacred subject,
the Passion of Christ, seems to
have succeeded in silencing critics and viewers alike. It is my
view that such a massive public
portrayal of violence is unacceptable in any context. The Cross
has traditionally been understood
in Christianity as an expos of the
hypocrisy of religions and society.
The movie once again delivered
this traditional punch, uninten-

tionally. Neither the Fourteen
Stations nor the Gospels enlarge
on the torture of Jesus the way
this movie does. The movie’s
excessive violence is being over-

When a religion helps
us to accept violence
which would have
been otherwise
unacceptable, there is
something wrong with
that religion.
looked by many because of its
theological framework. But violence is always exactly what it
is—violence—regardless of the
narrative or theological context
in which it occurs. When a religion helps us to accept violence
which would have been otherwise
unacceptable, there is something
wrong with that religion. It was
especially painful to see parents
exposing their little children to
such levels of obscene violence.
The sacred subject of the movie
has obviously caused many viewers to ignore the pleas of common
sense. In a time when theology is
often a pretext for violence, it is
unsettling to see so many enjoy
this unprecedented feast of it in
the name of religion.
A movie does not only consist
of a narrative framework, but also
individual narrative components.
In my opinion, it is time we asked
with renewed seriousness whether
a sacred narrative framework and
artistic intentions really justify an
objectionable content.
It was equally sobering to think
that so many Christians needed to

see that much graphic violence to
appreciate the Passion of Christ.
As an art form, a movie succeeds
most when it suggests and evokes
imagination. Graphic and prosaic
portrayal of human cruelty causes
violence to become banal, not
vivid. In art, it is ultimately one’s
own imagination that one sees
and experiences. Art nudges the
imagination. The Passion left
almost nothing to the imagination. This problem, however, is

and its box office showings are
still very strong. This astonishing
success is proof that the movie
speaks to this generation. This for
me was the most disturbing aspect
of the movie, that it is a reminder
of what our age has become—an
age full of people who are no longer able to create vivid images in
the mind. From sex to violence,
it is little wonder that graphic
visual aids are being offered for
sale, as if to ridicule the diminish-

The most disturbing aspect of the movie is that it
is a reminder of what our age has become—an age
full of people who are no longer able to create vivid
images in the mind.
not unique to this movie but
symptomatic of our time; movies
in general are becoming increasingly graphic and prosaic in their
portrayal of violence and sex.
They dazzle the eyes without
satisfying the mind. But such are
the times we live in. Why should
this movie be any different? This
relatively low-budget movie has
grossed almost $400 million dollars at the time of this writing,

ing capacity of human imagination. The Passion is evidence that
Christianity participates in the
symptoms of our time.
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Yeshua: A Path of Exile
Abigail Hadas

F

oxes have dens
to live in, and birds
have nests, but I, the
Son of Man, have no home of my
own, not even a place to lay my
head (Matthew 8:20).
Yeshua is a man that one can
never fully grasp. Is this just a
man, a prophet, a rabbi, or is it
God Himself that hides behind
this human figure? We do not
know where he is going. His wanderings seem to know no boundaries. He goes to accursed places,
to forgotten slums, to forbidden
houses. To follow Yeshua is to go
in an unknown destination. It is
to follow a person who remains
himself out of grasp.
To follow Yeshua is to follow
an “outlaw.” A desperado. This
Yeshua of Nazareth is out of line.
His friends, his words, his actions
seem to be a profound rupture
with the religious thinking of his
epoch. In fact, we shall see that he
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does not reject his heritage, but
that he seeks rather to liberate it
from death and oblivion.
Ruptures
The religious thinking in the
epoch of Yeshua had become,
because of the Roman invasion
and danger of integration, a
thinking focused on continuation

He does not reject his
heritage, but seeks
rather to liberate it
from death
and oblivion.
and on the respect of tradition.
The accent was placed on remembrance rather than on innovation:
“So spake . . .” But one cannot
remain bent only on the past if
one’s religion is to remain alive.
Yeshua’s position will be one of
renewal of his heritage: “You have

heard . . . but I tell you.” Here he
is making a rupture with a conservative way of thinking, with a
religion that is on the mode of
survival rather than on the mode
of progress, which does not mean
that he wants to cause a rupture
with the Hebrew religion, instead
he wants to give it a new vitality.
Yeshua is cutting new ground.
His thoughts, his words are like a
forgotten oasis. New wine. Thus
the need to make new wineskins.
He has a fresh perspective on
the Hebrew religion. He teaches
us the need to get rid of our
prejudices, of the frameworks
imposed by us by our environment, in order to see the sacred
writings in a new perspective. He
teaches us to find a new path,
outside the walls of the city, even
beyond the borders established by
the Fathers, not in order to leave
one’s heritage behind, but to give
it a new vigor.

Encounters
The religious ethics of some of
the religious people of that time
were indeed an ethics of separation. In their view, the people of
God were to consider themselves
as “holy” or “separate.” Separate
from all that had to do with death,
impurity, sin. The Pharisees, the
“Separate,” were the guardians of
this ethics. To protect the people,
they put fences around the Torah,
but also fences between man and
woman, between the pure and the
impure, the Jew and the pagan. To
be sure, this separation is extremely important. Without this sepa-

His thoughts, his words
are like a forgotten
oasis.
ration there can be no identity. If
the Hebrew religion had not separated itself and its people from the
other people, there would be no
Hebrew religion. One cannot do
away with the separation, but
the separation should not hinder
the relation. The separation had
become so strict that the light of
the Hebrew religion could no longer seep through the fences and
the barriers that had been put up
to preserve it. The light must be
guarded indeed, but not hidden.

Yeshua will seek to reestablish
the human relationship that may
have been hidden in the need for
separation. He converses with foreign women, he feasts in impure
houses, he engages in physical
contact with death, with impurity, he has meetings with pagans.
His teaching likewise tried to
convey the idea of a relationship
while remaining separate:
You are the salt of the earth
(Matthew 5:13).
You are the light of the world
(Matthew 5:14).
The salt must mix with the
food. Its own savor must not even
be perceptible anymore in order
to bring out the savor of the meal.
Yet, the salt in order to do so must
keep its own savor. Separation
but within the Relation. Likewise
with light. Light is not visible, it
makes visible. The light does not
shed light to itself, it sheds light
on what is around itself. Likewise,
our purpose should not be to
shine but to shed light on the
world around us. There also, the
light must remain alive and not
be snuffed out by its surroundings. Separation in Relation.
Exile
But the walls must be broken in
an even more radical way for the
light to really shine out. It is the

way for exile that Yeshua is opening here: To disperse the Hebrew
people, to disperse the light in
broken sparks. It is the whole
destiny of the Hebrew people that

The bearers of light
are condemned to
misunderstanding and
humiliation.
is alluded to here. They too must
leave the secure walls of the city,
and travel those distant and risky
roads, away from Jerusalem, from
the Presence, in order that the
light may reach all corners of the
earth. Such is to be the destiny of
a people in Diaspora. The bearers
of the light are to go among the
nations (Matthew 28:19).
There seems to be here a rupture of the unity, a rupture with
collectivity, with integration. The
bearers of light are condemned to
misunderstanding and humiliation. It is a difficult path, amongst
the wolves, in the desert. Desert,
but within oneself an oasis, an
everlasting source. Desert, but
one remains like a tree, with its
roots deeply plunged into this
oasis: And be sure of this: I am
with you always, even to the end of
the age (Matthew 28:20).
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Recent Books
The Gospel according to
Moses: What My Jewish
Friends Taught Me about
Jesus
Athol Dickson
Brazos Press, 2003.
268 pp., $16.99

Forever changed by his
participation
in
Chever
Torah—a Jewish group study
of Scripture—Athol Dickson
sets out in an eminently readable book to show how
his faith “has been informed and enriched by contact
with Jews and Judaism” (12). He takes his readers on
a journey which lets them experience through his eyes
the Chever Torah and other occasions Dickson shared
with his Jewish friends. In fact, the book itself is similar
to such a Chever Torah, exploring ever more deeply the
paradoxes of our faith (take, e.g., two of the chapter
titles: “The Beautiful Terror: Approaching the God of
“Fire and Brimstone’” and “Spiritual Suicide: Why It
Is So Easy to Be Bad”) and a multitude of honest questions, interlarded with quotes from Hebrew Scripture
and Jewish writings. At the same time, Dickson shares
his fears and struggles of being a Christian in a Jewish
circle, the acceptance extended towards him, and the
many relationships and friendships that developed. The
Gospel according to Moses is a page-turner and one is
assured that Dickson has remarkably learned a “decidedly Jewish pastime: wrestling with God” (14). Every
reader is invited compellingly to engage in just the same
activity.

Israel’s Messiah in the Bible
and the Dead Sea Scrolls
Richard S. Hess & M. Daniel
Carroll R., eds.
Baker Academic, 2003
192 pp., $17.99

Here comes a handy collection of nine essays originally presented at a biblical-studies conference at Denver Seminary in 2001. It consists of four
leading contributions that survey comprehensively the
descriptions and expectations of the Messiah in the Old
Testament, the Dead Sea Scrolls, the New Testament,
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and, interestingly, a portrait of the Messiah in Latin
American theology, as well as a number of responses
and critiques to them. Each essay is written by an expert
in the field. This highly recommendable potpourri of
the messianic concept in the ancient Scriptural world
and one modern contextualization provides a quick
introduction to the critical issues at hand for anybody
interested in one of the most important biblical topics.

Jesus
David F. Ford & Mike
Higton
Oxford University Press,
2002
572 pp., $24.95

Being part of the Oxford
Readers series, this volume
selects more than 340 extracts
of the scores of voices in the
two-thousand-year conversation about Jesus of Nazareth. The material is arranged
in seven chronological chapters, spanning from the
biblical and patristic period to the twentieth century,
and each source is introduced by a few lines that set
it into its historical context. You find classic doctrinal statements about Jesus (e.g., an excerpt from the
Council of Chalcedon), but also extracts from poems,
songs, sermons, theological essays, and biographies
among others. You also encounter the entire spectrum
from within Christianity, as well as Jewish voices (e.g.,
Josephus, the Babylonian Talmud, the medieval Toledoth
Yeshu, 15th–century Spanish Joseph ibn Shem Tob,
18th-century theologian Rabbi Jacob Emdem, historian
Heinrich Grätz, Joseph Klausner, Samuel Sandmel),
Islamic, Hindu, Buddhist, and Zoroastrian sources.
While browsing through this extensive and extremely
varied anthology you will be inevitably invited to linger
on texts and people and to see Jesus again and again
from a different angle.

Jesus in
Context

His

Jewish

Geza Vermes
Fortress Press, 2003
198 pp., $19.00

Justice, Jesus, and the Jews:
A Proposal for JewishChristian Relations
Michael L. Cook
Liturgical Press, 2003
127 pp., $14.95

How do Jesus and his
followers fit into the firstcentury Jewish world of
Judea and Galilee? Geza
Vermes, Oxford University
Professor Emeritus of Jewish
Studies and according to Ed
Sanders the “best Jewish interpreter” of Jesus, pursues
this question in his uniquely informed manner. This
learned scholar sketches the message of “Jesus the Jew”
(Vermes’s favored term) and adds several shorter studies
related to the connection between Jewish literature and
studies and New Testament studies, to the “Son of Man”
Debate (a much discussed topic in scholarly circles), to
Josephus, especially his famous Jesus notice, and to the
Dead Sea Scrolls. Several of Vermes’s conclusions are
surprising, but he always provides enough food for
thought. A special feature which readers certainly will
enjoy are Vermes’s “autobiographical reflections” on his
engagement in the study of the New Testament, and of
Jesus in particular, spanning in rapid succession about
40 years of his life.

Michael
Cook
aims
at advancing the JewishChristian dialogue by focusing on a key issue that lies
at the root of many such
dialogues and addresses both
the idea of supersessionsim and the concept of the messianic age: the biblical
understanding of righteousness and justice as covenantal
fidelity. His main thesis is that “Christians have been
accepted by grace into the covenant between God and
Israel” (23). While the first chapter leads to this key
issue, the second chapter develops it by studying the
tradition from the origins of Israel to the last prophet,
Malachi. The third chapter deals with Jesus’ proclamation of the kingdom of God and interprets it as a matter
of such justice. In a stirring conclusion Cook raises a
number of essential questions for the Jewish-Christian
dialogue in the light of his findings. If you have only a
few minutes to spare, it is recommended to read these
questions first. You may then probably want to read the
book cover-to-cover.

Jesus,
Judaism,
and
Christian Anti-Judaism

The
Missing
Jesus:
Rabbinic Judaism and
the New Testament

Paula Fredriksen & Adele
Reinhartz, eds.
Westminster John Knox
Press, 2002
129 pp., $19.95

Five distinguished scholars
in five brief essays introduce
nonspecialists to some of
the current scholarship in
the study of anti-Judaism in the New Testament and
in New Testament interpretation. The essays are written “as simply, lucidly, and clearly as possible” (2) and
cover the historical figures of Jesus and Paul as well as
the Synoptic Gospels and the Gospel of John. An introductory essay deals with the birth of Christianity and
the origins of Christian anti-Judaism. It is refreshing to
see that differences between the writers have not been
smoothed out. However, all five authors join forces
when it comes to illuminate the historical circumstances
of early Christianity in relation to Judaism. And this
they achieve in an excellent and immensely readable
fashion.

Bruce Chilton, Craig A.
Evans & Jacob Neusner
Brill Academic Publishers,
2002
175 pp., $34.95

The provocative title The
Missing Jesus suggests that
the proper study of Jesus
within Judaism is in a state
of neglect. Ten lucid essays want to remedy this situation by bringing the study of Judaism in relation to Jesus
and its implications for the perception of the historical
Jesus to the forefront. They deal with such issues as how
to interpret Jesus in a Judaic context, the problematic
comparison between parables of Jesus and those of the
Rabbis without taking into account the distinct perspectives of Judaism and Christianity, the relationship
between Jesus and the Rabbis in regard to the Sabbath,
or the literary nature of the Gospels as interpretations of
Jesus for distinct communities. Continually probing and
challenging, the authors point to new avenues for finding the missing Jesus, i.e. how to study Jesus in context.
The Missing Jesus concludes with some significant dates
in the history of Judaism and Christianity.
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Moses and Jesus
In dream I saw two Jews that met by chance,
One old, stern-eyed, deep-browed, yet garlanded
With living light of love around his head,
The other young, with sweet seraphic glance.
Around went on the Town’s satanic dance,
Hunger a-piping while at heart he bled.
Shalom Aleichem mournfully each said,
Nor eyed the other straight but looked askance.
Sudden from Church out rolled an organ hymn,
From Synagogue a loudly chanted air,
Each with its Prophet’s high acclaim instinct.
Then for the first time met their eyes, swift-linked
In one strange, silent, piteous gaze, and dim
With bitter tears of agonized despair.
Israel Zangwill, Dreamers of the Ghetto (New York/London: Harper, 1898).

